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DILLINGTON
"Dillington House is one of England's special places. A truly lovely
rural surrounding in which to learn and study, to walk and think,
to eat well and make new friends.”
Rosie Boycott, Writer and Broadcaster

WELCOME TO DILLINGTON HOUSE

‘Dillington House,
Creating Adventures in
Adult Education and the
Arts since 1950’

A New Year brings promises of change
as well as reflection on the past.
Dillington House continues to evolve
and grow and our new programme
combines this by celebrating and
continuing with favourite traditional
courses as well as introducing you to
a wide range of new courses for your
enjoyment.

Dillington House is entering its 70th Year,
from July 2020, and we are looking forward
to continuing our celebration of all things
Dillington with you.

Throughout this programme there are
several courses that lend themselves to
be associated with the ‘Slow Movement’ a time to recapture meaningful connections
whilst creating and learning with others.
Take the opportunity to try something new
and give yourself time to enjoy and gain
new skills and knowledge.
As ever we have pleasure introducing you
to new Tutors. Please take the time to read
their biographies on pages 4 and 5. All
Tutors at Dillington House are passionate
about their subjects and have excellent
academic credentials.

If you wish to attend one of our new Tutor
courses, we are offering an early bird
discount of 10% until 31 March 2020.

We are celebrating Shakespeare this year,
he may have been born 456 years ago but
his plays are still relevant today. We start
the year with tragedy and comedy, then a
wicked look at Shakespeare’s nastiest
shrews and ugliest villains, a visit to the
Royal Shakespeare Company in Stratford
to see The Comedy of Errors and finally
we culminate our programme with
Exploring Shakepeare at our Summer
School.

After 25 years under the dedicated
stewardship of Peter Rueffer, the Dillington
Guitar Festival has gone from strength to
strength. We are pleased to announce that
from 2020 the Eden Stell Guitar Duo (Mark
Eden and Christopher Stell) will take up the
helm and move the Festival forward with an
exciting line-up of international artists and
musical activities throughout the week. We
advise you to book your tickets early.
Dillington House continues to attract a
diverse range of customers, those who visit
us for education courses, weddings,
conferences or, for a short break whilst
visiting the West Country. We hope
everyone who visits us has a positive
experience and we continue to place our
care for guests and hospitality at the centre
of all we do.

When visiting and staying at Dillington you
can be guaranteed a warm welcome in
beautiful surroundings.

Finally,

It is with sadness we write that Chris
Pollard passed away in November. Chris
had for many years organised our Summer
School as well as courses and tours. We are
inviting all who knew Chris to join us on
Sunday 5 April 2020 at 2:30pm in the
Theatre to share memories and pay tribute
to Chris.

We would like to take this opportunity to
thank all our Customers, Patrons and
Friends of Dillington,Volunteers, Sponsors
and Tutors for your continued loyalty to
Dillington. We would also like to thank
those individuals who have given us
permission to use their photographs
throughout the programme.

We hope you will find some interesting
courses and events you wish to attend and
we look forward to welcoming you back for
another year at Dillington.

From all the team at Dillington House.
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Dillington House, Creating Adventures in Adult Education and the Arts since 1950
1950 saw Somerset County Council
begin its journey into Adult Education
at Dillington House.

Over the years we have continued to
evolve and change to meet the demands
of our students and changing lifestyles. We
refresh and develop our adult education
courses and events annually so we can
offer a wide range of new subjects that
run alongside more traditional favourites.

Our aim is to provide breadth, high quality
and diversity of adult education courses
that appeal to all ages, abilities and interest
levels. Our courses range from Art to
Archaeology, Craft and Concerts, Lectures
and Literature, Photography and People to
Singing and Yoga, there is something for
everyone.

Students can immerse themselves in
learning on one of our residential courses
or join us in the relaxed surroundings of
Dillington House just for the day. Course
fees include tuition, refreshments and all
meals. Residential courses include en-suite
accommodation. Accommodation is either
in the main house in traditional country
house style rooms, the cosy cottage style

Residential Course Fees

Double/twin room single occupancy
Double/twin room shared occupancy
Single room
Non Resident

We also have two deluxe rooms – upgrades
to a deluxe room cost £25 per person per
night.
Look out for 10% discount for all new tutors
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Dillington House continues to evolve and
grow and our adult education programme
combines this by celebrating and continuing
with favourite, traditional courses as well as
introducing you to a wide range of new
courses for your enjoyment

Our traditional favourites include two
weeks of Residential Summer School a
rich mix of learning and pleasure. Summer
School gives you the chance to create your
own special holiday with a difference.

Our annual Guitar Festival gives a unique
opportunity to participate in a varied
programme of music making that allows
time to develop playing and music reading
skills. The end of every day culminates in
an evening performance by renowned
international artists who perform in the
wonderful setting of Dillington House.

Browse our full list of courses, lectures,
concerts and events or select from your
specific area of interest using our index
of courses or Tutors.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Against each residential course you will find
a series of symbols and prices, which give
the fees per person, relating to the different
grades of bedroom and occupancy.
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bedrooms in the magnificent Mews, or in
the contemporary Boutique Hotel style
bedrooms in the award-winning Hyde
building.

Additional Nights

Subject to availability it may be possible to
stay overnight in advance of a day course,
for which we can offer a special rate for
bed and breakfast. Ask for full details on
booking.

Field Trips & Visits

Course fees which include travel
and entrance fees for field trips or
visits are denoted by the bus symbol.

Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQS)

See page 70 for FAQs and further
information about what’s included.
Charges current at time of going to press.

1.

GUITAR FESTIVAL

2.

1. Eden Stell Guitar Duo - Guitars

Sunday 2 August

2. Flauguissimo Duo – Lute and Flute
Monday 3 August

3. Duo Agostino – Two Guitars
Tuesday 4 August

4. Laura Snowden and Yoo Jeon –
Violin and Guitar
Wednesday 5 August

5. Six Hands – Gary Ryan,
John Williams and John Etheridge

3.

Thursday 6 August

6. Piano Recital with Charles Owen and Domenic Degavino
Sunday 29 March 2020

4.

5.

7. Piatti String Quartet and Ella Rundle (cello)
Sunday 10 May 2020
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MEET OUR NEW TUTORS
We are pleased to welcome and introduce our new Tutors. All our Tutors at Dillington House
are passionate about their subjects and have excellent academic credentials.
If you wish to attend one of our new Tutor courses, we are offering an early bird discount of 10% until 31 March 2020

Flora Arbuthnott is
a natural dyer, grower,
and forager. Exploring
the land through
gathering wild dye plants,
fungi, lichen and algae, as
well as growing plants to
produce a variety of
vibrant colours using non-toxic plant-based
processes. Flora loves to be out on the land
observing and learning from the wild plants
that grow around us as well as growing her
own.

Christina Charles
has worked with leather
for nearly 20 years. She
fell in love with the
material whilst studying
for a BA (Hons) Fashion
at Winchester School of
Art. Having specialised in
leather for her degree show, Christina went
on to work for a number of luxury London
fashion houses such as Catherine Walker
and Jasper Conran in a product
development capacity. After completing a
research trip in 2009 that took Christina
through the Middle East and Asia in search
of Leather Artisans practicing in Syria, India
and Nepal, she relocated from London to
Somerset to take up the role of ‘Head of
Design’ at Pittards, the well-known tannery
in Yeovil. In 2017 Christina set up her own
practice and now splits her time between
running her own contemporary
leathergoods label Hirsch & Kirsch,
Sampling and Development for the fashion
and accessories industry and teaching
leather workshops from her studio in
North East Somerset.
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Chris Copson
currently works as
Learning and Public
Engagement Officer at
Haynes International
Motor Museum. He is
former Curator of The
Keep Military Museum,
Dorchester and Education Officer at The
Tank Museum

Christine Green
Christine is a graphic
designer with a passion
for typography,
patchwork, cut-outs and
inspiring others to have
a go. She worked at the
BBC creating opening
title sequences, went freelance, retrained as
a teacher and runs numerous creative
courses, exhibitions and demonstrates at
crafting events where she sells merchandise
featuring her papercut designs. Career
highlights include BAFTA nomination, main
contributor on BBC4’s ‘Make! Craft Britain’,
producing/directing BBC Schools ‘The Art’.
Christine enjoys making stuff, a challenge,
theatre, cinema, reading and car booting.

Nims Gribler
B.A.Hons, M.Ed is an
A-level and GCSE
Literature teacher,
international teacher
trainer and examiner
for Cambridge
University with over
15 years’ experience and a deep passion
for poetry, plays and novels across the ages.
With a lively style & engaging and thoughtful
content, her courses push the boundaries
of Literature to reveal the pulsing emotion
beneath. This makes for animated courses
that give you the confidence to analyse &

investigate the way writers create meaning,
to try to unpick what drives them and to
take away a set of skills that will enrich your
reading in the future.

Sophie Hatcher
Floristry workshops
combines two of
Sophie’s passions,
Education and Flowers.
Sophie has always
worked in education,
she taught in an FE
setting for five years. Simultaneously, Sophie
trained to become a florist with the British
Academy of Floral Art in 2016. Since then,
she has developed her business, The
Foraged Flower Co. and has offered
workshops all over Somerset.

John Hartoch taught
acting at the Bristol Old
Vic Theatre School for
35 years, latterly as
Head of Acting Courses.
Over the years John
adapted and directed
various texts for stage
including Kipling’s Jungle Book (published by
Samuel French), Arabian Nights, Canterbury
Tales and The Three Musketeers. John directed
Bristol Old Vic’s Theatre School annual
tours of the South West and, more recently,
the yearly Shakespeares at the Redgrave
Theatre, Bristol. John co-founded and
performed with The Company of Strangers –
re-telling mythic tales from Wales and
Ireland.

Elizabeth Legge
Not long after leaving
school she spent six
months in Vienna which
sparked a great interest
in the history and
culture of the long-gone
Austro-Hungarian
Empire. This deepened when her career led
to her living and working in a number of
European countries and she became ever
more interested in how history shaped the
Europe we know today. Fuelled by her
research into German, French and Italian
sources, she brings to her talks extensive
knowledge of her subject, presented with
enthusiasm and thought-provoking ideas.

Elizabeth Merry
MA, PGCE will be joining
our Summer School.
Elizabeth has over 30
years’ experience
teaching and lecturing
on a range of subjects
including classical art and
architecture, aspects of the visual arts and
the links between literature and art. She has
worked for the WEA, Universities of Bristol
and Southampton Departments of
Continuing Education, Royal Society of Arts,
Dillington House, Jane Austen Society,
Thomas Hardy Society, Brussels Brontë
Society, Finzi Society, The Art Fund, Dorset
County Museum, and Literary, Historical and
Philosophical Societies all over the UK. She
is particularly interested in the connections
between literature and the other branches
of the arts and all her lectures explore this
in various ways. An Arts Society lecturer
since 2009. Elizabeth has worked for Arts
Societies all over Britain as well as in Europe
including Paris, Brussels, Berlin, The Hague,
Malta and Southern Spain. She has lectured
for ADFAS in Australia and New Zealand.
Independently of the Arts Society, she
lectures regularly in Stratford-on-Avon
at Shakespeare Study Weekends

© Lynne Hawkins

Debbie Munro
Debbie has been
fascinated with fibre and
colour for as long as she
can remember. Debbie
designs her own patterns
and paint range of yarn
that has been enjoyed

across the world. Debbie has taught dye,
spinning and knitting workshops and skills
on live television, at national shows, such as
The Knitting and Stitching Show and in her
studio in Ilminster (The Lace Knittery).
Debbie has been dyeing using natural
materials for over a decade and enjoys the
changing colour palette throughout the year.

Philippa Reid
Philippa is a fully
Accredited (Higher
Level) Fellow of the
Quilling Guild, which has
recognised her skills at
Masters level for
competition purposes. In
addition to creating highly original quilled
pictures and jewellery Philippa also works
hard to promote the art of quilling through
workshops, demonstrations, social media
and the Guild’s websites. Philippa is well
known in the quilling world as Editor of the
Guild’s highly-regarded magazine, Quillers
Today. Her book 'QUILLING The art of
paper filigree', published by The Crowood
Press in 2019, is a comprehensive practical
guide to all internationally-recognised
quilling techniques.

Ann Pickard
Ann Pickard has over
30 years’ experience
decorating cakes in her
business
www.icingcentre.co.uk
and has taught both
nationally and
internationally since her books were first
published over 20 years ago. She has been
guest presenter on two of the UKs
Shopping Channels and her style and
technique of cake decorating and modelling
are perfect for beginners and more
experienced students alike. Ann’s tutorials
are very popular on Youtube and can also be
viewed on her website
www.annpickardsugarcraft.com. Ann’s
expertise encompasses wedding cake
design, piping and quick novelty modelling.
All her techniques are fast and commercial.

Sheila Seymour
After a career in IT, from
2004 Sheila was a tutor
to the First Year History
students at Royal
Holloway College,
University of London.
Her role was to
introduce them to new aspects of, and
approaches to, history after years of
following tightly structured curricula. It was
a wonderful job – but demanding. It was
not only the students whose love of history
was stimulated, but also her own and she
looks forward to sharing her experiences.

Stephen Stokes
Taught by the monks
of Downside Abbey,
Stephen Stokes has been
teaching letter-carving
full-time for the last
seven years, based at his
Bodden Cross Studios in
Somerset. A career in media took him all
over the world, each time returning to his
workshop to find creative fulfilment. His
work now appears in diverse locations
around the world from Canterbury
Cathedral to the Bruton Art Factory. “My
greatest pleasure is witnessing the flame lit
in a soul when working with their hands and
realising they have an innate creative talent.”

Clare Walsh Clare is
a Textile Designer, Maker
and Workshop tutor,
with a background in
education and a lifetime
love of textiles she uses
botanical material to
print directly onto
fabric, creating vibrant unique prints which
are used in garments, interior products and
accessories. Inspired by and printed from
nature her printed textiles are created for
bespoke commissions and special projects.
Travels in India and a growing collection of
hand-carved Indian printing blocks have
inspired hand-printed designs on natural
linen and organic cottons. Clare’s
enthusiasm for printed textile design is
communicated in the range of courses and
workshops she delivers to students of all
ages. See www.clarewalshdesign.co.uk and
Instagram Clarewalsh16

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com
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LECTURES
Power and Patronage: The Death of an Elite?
The Changing Fortunes and Roles of the NonRoyal Dukes of the British Isles with Mike Hope Sunday 19 January

The Real Ludwig Van Beethoven with
Phil Grabsky - Sunday 9 February

Images from the Edge with Brian Anderson -

Sunday 15 March

LECTURE & LUNCH

Ancient Egyptian Artistry in Glass
with Lucia Gahlin - Friday 28 February

Music, Masonry and Manuscripts:
An Inspirational Journey Through
Medieval England with Mark Cottle
- Friday 6 March

Guernica: The Greatest Painting in the
World with Wayne Bennett - Friday 20 March
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he Dillington Book
Club offers an
opportunity for all
those lovers of
literature to meet
and discuss a variety of
books. The group meets on
the first Tuesday of the
month and is led by
Elizabeth Rapp, who brings
with her a wealth of literary
knowledge and experience.

BOOK CLUB

with Elizabeth Rapp

A lively &
stimulating
discussion good fun!

Discussion is always lively and passionate as members are encouraged
to freely express their opinions. Whilst the book club is intended for
serious debate there is also a lot of fun to be had and discussions often
continue all the way through lunch!

DILLINGTON
CARVERY
LUNCHES

Enjoy

a delicious carvery

in the beautiful
surroundings of
Dillington

Dates and books for 2020
Tuesday 4 February

Mansfield Park by Jane Austen (Penguin)
Tuesday 3 March

The Salt Path by Raynor Winn (Penguin)
Tuesday 7 April

Girl with a Pearl Earring by Tracy Chevalier (Harper
Collins)
Tuesday 28 April

Enduring Love by Ian McEwan (Vintage)
Tuesday 2 June

Lark Rise to Candleford (Penguin Modern Classics)
*£25 per session starting with coffee at 10.30am and ending with a
three course lunch at 1.00pm.

Prior booking is essential for all dates as places are limited.
Please sign up to receive full details of the dates
and books to be discussed by sending an email to
dillingtonbookings@somerset.gov.uk
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Available every

Main Course *£11 per person (under 10s £6.50)
Dessert *£5.95 per person

Call 01460 258648 for further details and to
reserve a table

Lunch will be served either in the Hyde or the House
*prices are current at time of going to press and subject to change

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com
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FRIENDS, PATRONS & SPONSORS

Friends
£25 per annum single subscription
£35 per annum joint subscription
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Receive the programme in advance of everyone else
Priority booking
Exclusive promotions
Reserved seating for concerts
Reserved seating for talks
Receive twice yearly newsletter with all the behind the-scenes stories and plans
Entry into the annual prize draw

Patrons

£300 per annum

All of the above plus…

10%
discount

Sponsors

{

on most courses
on concert tickets
on talk tickets

As you will see, a number of our concerts in the
programme have been sponsored by Friends and
Patrons of Dillington. We even have groups of Friends
joining together to sponsor future concerts. If you
are interested in sponsoring a concert in return
for some wonderful Dillington hospitality please
call our Events Team.

Terms and Conditions
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Gift vouchers are an ideal present for Dillington regulars or a treat for
someone new to Dillington.Vouchers are available in the amount of your
choice and can be purchased from our Events Team 01460 258613.Treat
someone today and give them the gift of the Dillington Experience.
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Membership runs for 12 months from the month of
joining.
Joint subscriptions apply to two people residing at the
same address.
Benefits to Patrons apply to a maximum of two
people residing at the same address.
Priority booking applies to printed programme only.
Patron’s discount applies to most courses excepting
those marked P where special payments to third parties are involved.
Patron’s discount does not apply to pre-concert/
pre-talk meals.
Patron’s discount applies to new bookings only.

WINTER courses

JAN
Europe – The Age of the Crusades

Saturday 4 January
Fee: £56
The consolidation of Christendom in all
but Europe’s extremities and the more
recent schism between Rome and the
Orthodox church in 1054 led to Pope
Urban II’s exaltation to recapture the holy
places previously lost in the first expansion
of Islam. Thus were knightly orders created
in various western lands and more than a
century of holy war initiated.
Tutor: Mike Shaw

Bookbinding

Dinner Friday 10 –
Lunch Sunday 12 January
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
This workshop is aimed at anyone looking
to do basic bookbinding at home without
much specialised equipment. We will cover
paper grain and folding, selecting
appropriate materials, tools and
adhesives. We will bind three different
book structures which will give you the
foundations of bookbinding. Please note
there is an additional £10 payable to the
tutor for materials.
Tutor: Sarah Jarrett-Kerr

GROUP BOOKINGS

The Italian Renaissance

Dinner Friday 3 – Lunch Sunday 5 January
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
More a reinvention than a revival in classical
culture, the phenomenon of the Italian
Renaissance was a moment of profound
historical significance that still resonates
today. This course will review the period
and consider the cultural drivers which
helped shape the key achievements in
literature, architecture, sculpture and
painting. We will look at things both
chronologically and geographically and by
the end you will have a real grasp of key
events, people, places and, most importantly,
the art! All-comers welcome.
Tutor: Wayne Bennett
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Medieval English Pilgrimages

Dinner Friday 10 –
Lunch Sunday 12 January
Fees (£): s 400 l 343 H 343 u 231
Before the Reformation, the roads of
England were alive with pilgrims travelling
to the shrines of the saints, hoping for
miracles and revelations. But it was also a
means of self-expression, in an age when
opportunities were rare. This course
concentrates on English shrines –
Glastonbury, Walsingham and Canterbury
to name but three – and English saints like
Edmund, Cuthbert and Thomas Becket.
They were a focus for feelings of
nationhood and they tell us much about
how medieval people felt about themselves.
All-comers welcome. Tutor: Tim Porter

With up to 40 bedrooms available,
we welcome groups looking to stay
somewhere special.

For further details contact the
Conference Team at
conferences@somerset.gov.uk

Say

If you have ideas for courses or events
you would like to see in our programme,
or you are a tutor keen to run a course at
Dillington then we want to hear from you.
Send an email with your suggestions to
dillingtonbookings@somerset.gov.uk

JAN

Have Your

The War of the Roses 1450-1487

Reading Roman Inscriptions

Saturday 11 January
Fee: £56
The Roman Empire has left us thousands
of inscriptions on stone, wood and metal,
as well as large numbers of papyrus and
parchment documents, especially from
Egypt. The day course will look at the
scripts used, the standard forms of text
and the wide range of abbreviations, which
often reveal the meaning of an inscription
without any need to understand Latin!
Tutor: Nick Griffiths

Jazz Age Chicago

Saturday 11 January
Fee: £56
“The parties were bigger, the pace was faster,
the buildings were higher and the morals were
looser.” In 1920s Chicago, migration,
prohibition and corruption provided the
ideal environment for jazz and violent crime
to flourish side by side. Louis Armstrong,
Jelly Roll Morton, Earl Hines and Bix
Beiderbecke were up-and-coming young
men, as were Al Capone and Lucky Luciano.
In this new course, we explore the jazz, the
musicians, and their lives during that
remarkable decade in the Windy City.
Tutor: Mike Denham

Dinner Friday 17 –
Lunch Sunday 19 January
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
The weakness of Henry VI led directly to
open conflict. 1450 was a year of crisis, the
first battle occurred in 1455, with more
1459-1461. Edward IV supplanted Henry,
was then deposed and recovered his throne
in 1471. His death in 1483 led to Richard
III’s reign until 1485. Several questions
follow: Why did the wars start, why did
they persist and why did they end?
Tutor: Edward Towne

Towards Enigma: Elgar’s
Masterpiece in Context

Dinner Friday 17 –
Lunch Sunday 19 January
Fees (£): s 399 l 342 H 342 u 230
Elgar’s Enigma Variations, created at the
threshold of the 20th century, is
undoubtedly a crucial turning-point in
British music. But, like all great works of
art, it didn’t really emerge completely ‘out
of the blue’ and in this course we shall
explore its intriguing background. The
influences on the composer were many
and varied, from Beethoven and Schumann
to his compatriots Parry and Stanford.
Then, of course, there are the mysteries
that continue to surround it – though
we can’t promise to solve all of those!
Tutor: Gwyn Parry-Jones

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com
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Conferences at Dillington
93% rate Dillington’s impression on

delegates as either very good or excellent

Dillington has twelve well equipped meeting rooms

If the purpose of a meeting or conference
is to engage, stimulate and inspire its
participants, then the choice of venue
has a critical role to play.

Customer feedback confirms that in all of
these respects Dillington House delivers.

On arrival, delegates will find ample parking
and, if first impressions count, the impact of
the main house and its surrounding gardens
is stunning. The contrast of the modern Hyde
building with the architecture of the main site
works magnificently. An extensive survey of
our customers recently revealed that 93%
rate Dillington’s impression on delegates as

either very good or excellent. Once inside,
our staff demonstrates both friendliness and
helpfulness – 91% of survey respondents
scored our team as very good or excellent
for these qualities. We endeavour to provide a
flexible and positive response to issues on the
day, which so often arrive unexpectedly.
Dillington has twelve well-equipped meeting
rooms varying in size to meet most
requirements and forty stylish en-suite
bedrooms for residential events.

Food always features as a key component in
delegates’ enjoyment of the day. Whether it’s
a self-service hot fork buffet or afternoon

tea with cake, close to 90% of respondents
perceived the quality of Dillington’s catering
to be very good or excellent. Adding value to
your event is what Dillington is all about.

If you need further information on our
facilities or pricing for a meeting, conference,
business dinner or group accommodation
please contact our Events Team on
01460 258648
conferences@somerset.gov.uk

As this course is full we are running an
additional day on Monday 20 April.

Gothic 4:
The Forgotten Age, 1536-1836

Dinner Friday 17 –
Lunch Sunday 19 January
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
For three hundred years Gothic
architecture would play second fiddle to
the evolution of the Tudor, Elizabethan and
Jacobean Renaissance, then the influence
of French and Dutch styles. Finally the
eighteenth century would see wave after
wave of Classicism, which was inspired by
the Grand Tour.Yet Gothic architecture
never disappeared. New churches were
built, old ones repaired. Then in the middle
of the eighteenth century the ‘Gothick’
style emerged bringing with it a renewed
interest in the Medieval period. The 1818
Church Building Act and the strong
criticism levelled at the ‘Commissioner
Gothic style, would lead to the Gothic
Revival of the 19th century.
Tutor: Mike Hope

Saturday 18 January
Fee: £66 includes materials
Love wool? Then you'll love needle felting!
Fibre artist Carla Taylor of The Mousehole
Woolery will guide you step by step
through the basic techniques of needle
felting as well as sharing lot of tips and
tricks that she has learnt along the way and
her love and passion for local Dorset and
British wool. By the end of the workshop
you will have created your own country
hare or fox out of beautiful wool ready for
you to take home or, if you can part with
them, to give to someone as a special gift.
This workshop is suitable for both
beginners or those with some experience
of needle felting. The price of the
workshop includes all materials and a
needle felting kit, that you get to keep, take
home and carry on creating with. A fun,
creative and inspiring day with friendly, like minded people! Tutor: Carla Taylor
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Country Hares & Foxes Needle
Felting Workshop
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Power and Patronage: The Death
of an Elite? The Changing
fortunes and roles of the nonroyal Dukes of the British Isles
with Mike Hope

Sunday 19 January 2.30pm
Tickets £14 (includes tea and cake)
Pre-booked carvery lunch available £18
How many current non-royal Dukedoms
are there? Can you name them? Are they
heading for extinction? This lecture will
look specifically at the Ducal titles that
remain, to reveal a fascinating picture of the
state of British aristocracy at the highest
level. After hundreds of years of continuous
entitlement and privilege what does it mean
for these families, not just in terms of
cultural and political power and patronage
but also in continuing to shape Britain and
social attitudes in the twenty-first century.

Mayflower 400 – West Country
Connections to North America

Tuesday 21 January
Fee: £56
2020 sees the 400th anniversary of the
sailing of the Mayflower, but what are the
West Country connections to the ‘New
World’. Some of the earliest settlers in
Virginia, West Indies, Newfoundland and
New England came from the south-west.
We will look at these early settlers and
their impact on the development of these
new colonies. Who made good and made
their fortune? Ideal for anyone interested
in local and migration history.
Tutor: Jane Ferentzi-Sheppard

“Thanks to all staff for
maintaining such a high
standard to the Dillington
experience”

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com
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Week 1

Monday 3 February
Cut
Sylvia Plath
The Tender Place Ted Hughes

Week 2

FEB

Monday 10 February
Lady Lazarus
Sylvia Plath
The Shot
Ted Hughes

The Life and Death
of a Love Affair

This course takes place over six
consecutive weeks, each session lasting
around two hours followed by a threecourse lunch. Students can sign-up for
the whole course or dip in and out.
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020

Monday 3 February
Fee: £25 per session (includes coffee
and three-course lunch)

This course will be of interest to those who
enjoy poetry, engaging in discussion and want
to learn more about the poets and poetry itself.

This course encompasses the meeting,
relationship and ultimate demise of Sylvia
Plath and Ted Hughes’ marriage through
the lens of Plath’s poetry from Ariel and
Hughes’ poetry 30 years later in The
Birthday Letters. This course explores
the context of the poetry, the themes and
the psychological effects of their words on
audiences at the time and today, the
reaction to Plath’s death, the life of Ted and
their children afterwards and, ultimately, the
legacy of their words and deeds on 21st
century readers.
The poetry and lives of the 20th century’s
most iconic literary couple give us pause
for thought on this course that allows us to
access their poems, learning how to unpick
their feelings from the words they left us
and enabling us to look at their very public
lives in a sensitive and thoughtful way.

Participants will be given a copy of the
poems in a bound booklet.
Tutor: Nims Gribler
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Week 3

Monday 17 February
Morning Song
Sylvia Plath
Isis
Ted Hughes

GROUP BOOKINGS

With up to 40 bedrooms available,
we welcome groups looking to stay
somewhere special.

For further details contact the
Conference Team at
conferences@somerset.gov.uk

Week 4

Monday 24 February
Daddy
Sylvia Plath
The Minotaur
Ted Hughes

Week 5

Monday 2 March
Ariel
Sam

Sylvia Plath
Ted Hughes

Monday 9 March
Edge
Life after Death

Sylvia Plath
Ted Hughes

Week 6

BOOK CLUB
with Elizabeth Rapp

Tuesday 4 February
Fee: £25 (includes coffee and three course lunch)
For this month’s Book Club, we will be
discussing Mansfield Park by Jane Austen –
published by Penguin.

Crossroads in History Fashioning 'Brand Tudor': Hans
Holbein, his predecessors and
successors, 1485 - 1558

Thursday 6 February
Fee: £33
Morning session with three-course lunch
During this session we will observe how
the early Tudors, like their European
counterparts, came to develop and enlarge
their status and power through the way
they presented themselves to their publics,
both in the flesh and in a range of media.
Beginning with Henry VII, often
overshadowed by his much-married son,
we will examine how through the art of
the period, most especially portraiture
and complex iconography within it, these
monarchs promoted themselves on the
national and international stage at a time
when the emergent superpowers, France
and Spain, dominated Western politics.
We will observe the preponderance of
Northern Renaissance artists in this
cultural propaganda exercise, most notably
Hans Holbein but also others including
William Scrots and Anthonis Mor during
the reigns of Edward VI and Mary I.
Includes extensive handouts.
Tutor: Joanna Cobb

Yoga, Mindfulness & Stress
Awareness Getaway

Selected Novels of Thomas Hardy

Dinner Friday 7 – Lunch Sunday 9 February
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
This course will explore some of the novels
by the 19th century writer. Hardy’s
protagonists have an enduring appeal and
his works offer valuable commentary on
the social attitudes of the period. We will
consider the characterisation of his central
protagonists and the social and political
context of his work.
Tutor: Dr Greta Depledge

FEB

Tea Friday 7 – Lunch Sunday 9 February
Fees (£): s 410 l 353 H 353 u 241
Leave behind the busyness of the modern
world, your routine and responsibilities and
join like-minded people to relax and enjoy
a few days of mindfulness, yoga and stress
awareness. Suitable for all levels of ability
and experience, from those with a regular
yoga and meditation practice to those
wishing simply to discover what these are
all about. The workshop will include four
yoga practices, one yoga nidra, one
mindfulness and meditation session, a stress
awareness session and a talk and meditation
focussed on getting a good night’s sleep.
There will be plenty of time within the
schedule to rest, read, walk in the
countryside, chat with other guests or
simply relax and enjoy the beautiful
surroundings of Dillington House.
Tutor: Bev Alderson

The Real Ludwig Van Beethoven
with Phil Grabsky

Sunday 9 February 2.30pm
Tickets £14 (includes tea and cake)
Pre-booked carvery lunch available £18
Beethoven is undoubtedly one of the
greatest composers of all time – for some
he is the greatest.Yet he is much
misunderstood. Phil Grabsky is a multiaward-winning filmmaker who having made
a box office smash hit film about the ‘real’
Mozart then went on a search for the ‘real’
Beethoven. His film ‘IN SEARCH OF
BEETHOVEN’ was met with rave reviews
and played in some cinemas around the
world for months. Phil will be with us at
Dillington (and not for the first time) to
show us some clips and pick apart some of
the myths and misunderstandings that need
to be corrected. In doing so, we can
appreciate this extraordinary composer and
performer even more.

Celebrating Raphael

Monday 10 February
Fee: £56
2020 sees the 500th anniversary of the
death of Raphael - perhaps the greatest
High Renaissance painter. In this study day
we will survey Raphael’s life and work in its
historical context. Special attention will be
paid to works by Raphael that can be seen
in the UK, including the tapestry cartoons
held at the V&A. Tutor: Angie Smith

❝

Get to Know Your
Sewing Machine

Saturday 8 February
Fee: £56
If you have just recently bought a sewing
machine or have never really understood
how to use all the stitches and feet that
came with your sewing machine, then this
course is for you. Suitable for students new
to sewing, or just wanting to get the best
from a machine that perhaps has not been
used for a while. Gain the confidence to use
the machine to its full potential. Learn the
art of free machine embroidery, a fun and
creative technique.You will need to bring
your sewing machine to the course.
Tutor: Jenny Harrison

Valerie
Singleton OBE

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com

A delightful way to
spend your time,
relaxing in beautiful
surroundings and
learning something
fascinating.
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FEB

Papercutting

The Life and Death
of a Love Affair

Monday 10 February
Fee: £25 (includes coffee and three
course lunch)
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course takes place over six
consecutive weeks, each session lasting
around two hours followed by a threecourse lunch. Students can sign-up for
the whole course or dip in and out.

Creative Couching

Wednesday 12 February
Fee: £68 includes materials
Come and enjoy a day learning how to
couch threads in a huge variety of ways to
produce your own fabulous textural piece.
A large selection of threads will be available
for your own experimentation. This
enjoyable and easy technique is SLOW
STITCH at its best, allowing each person to
develop their own design at their own pace.
Friendly personal tuition will be given at
every stage of the process.
Tutor: Helen Roskell

This is the second session in our Sylvia
Plath and Ted Hughes programme. This
week students will look at Lady Lazarus
by Sylvia Plath and The Shot by Ted Hughes.
Tutor: Nims Gribler

Mystery of the Moon –
Creative Writing

Wednesday 12 February
Fee: £56
From earliest times the Moon has inspired
artists, poets and musicians to celebrate her
mysterious beauty. We shall discuss
medieval cosmology from Ptolemy to
Copernicus and Galileo culminating in the
moon landing by Apollo 11. We shall share
lunar myths from Greece, Rome and Egypt
to stimulate our writing, together with
music and a variety of poems celebrating
the many moods and influences of the
Moon on our world through the tides she
creates. Shared work is a source of
imagination and energy we all enjoy. All comers welcome whether new to writing
or experienced poets!
Tutor: Elizabeth Rapp
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Monday 17 and Tuesday 18 February
Fee £117 includes all materials
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course is perfect for those with an interest
in typography, illustration, craft and graphic
design.

After mastering some basic cutting skills,
students will cut out a prepared design and
then design and cut out a monogram of
their initials. They will design a panel (A4
max) using lettering and simple illustrations,
this will be cut out. Then a more complex
piece, which could be three dimensional.
Students will develop their skills throughout
the course as well as picking up top tips.
The course also embraces the history and
current state of papercutting.
Accomodation can be booked, subject
to availability. Tutor: Christine Green

Musicals: The Greatest Showman

Wednesday 12 February
Fee: £56
Benj Pasek & Justin Paul have burst onto
the movie musicals scene with box-officebusting films that seamlessly blend classic
musical theatre sounds with contemporary
pop styles; re-imagining what a ‘movie
musical’ can be. Get to know these dynamic
young writers and their work as we learn
to sing songs from The Greatest Showman
and their other shows. There’s no need to
read music notation as we’ll be learning
using lyric sheets and all levels of
experience are welcome.
Tutor: Jo Sercombe

The Life and Death
of a Love Affair

Monday 17 February
Fee: £25 (includes coffee and three course lunch)
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This is the third session in our Sylvia Plath
and Ted Hughes Programme. This week
students will look at Morning Song by Sylvia
Plath and Isis by Ted Hughes.
Tutor: Nims Gribler

Piecing Together the Past:
Archaeology Revealed

Art and Fire

Monday 17 February
Fee: £61
This course will be of interest to those who
enjoy art history and/or have an interest in the
representations of fire in art.

The day features a great variety of art
from 1500 to the present day. It features
paintings of candles, fires on land and at sea,
volcanoes, bonfires, ironworks, war and
apocalyptic visions. Artists include
Rembrandt and Gerrit van Honthorst,
Joseph Wright of Derby, J. M. W. Turner
(The Burning of the Houses of Parliament),
John Martin (The Great Day of His Wrath),
Stanley Spencer (Fire Alight), Claude
Rogers, John Piper, John Nash and Graham
Sutherland. A wide-ranging look at art and
conflagration. Tutor: Dr Jan Cox

John Minton: His Life and Art

Tuesday 18 February
Fee: £61
This course will be of interest to those who
enjoy art history and/or culture in Britain in
the 1940s and 1950s.

The course looks at the life and art of John
Minton (1917-1957), a key figure at the
Royal College of Art in the 1950s, and
inhabitant of the Colony Club in Soho,
where he mixed with Lucien Freud and
Francis Bacon. The course examines
Minton’s career as a painter, designer and
illustrator, including the cookery book
covers for Elizabeth David. We look at the
2018 BBC Documentary “The Lost Man
of British Art”, in which actor Mark Gatiss
stressed Minton’s vital role.
Tutor: Dr Jan Cox

Wednesday 19 February
Fee: £56
Over the course of the day we will be
considering two different real-life cases of
murder which occurred in England between
1900-1975. Participants will be expected to
listen to the evidence, making notes as they
go, then discuss the case and attempt to
reach a verdict, based on what they have
heard. No advance reading or knowledge
of the English judicial system is needed.
The cases chosen for your consideration
will not be revealed in advance and, just as
in the real Jury Room, everyone will be
requested to switch off all electronic
devices and put aside any pre-conceived
ideas they may have, if they do happen to
have heard or read anything about either of
these cases previously. The cases have been
selected with an eye to the insight they can
give us on various aspects of our judicial
system and social history and, at the end of
the day, the verdicts reached by the original
juries will of course be revealed. No
advance preparation is required, but
students will find a pen, a notebook and an
open mind invaluable. Although these are all
real cases, no distressing crime scene
photographs will be used.
Tutor: Diane Janes

!

DON’T MISS OUT
BOOK EARLY

Guitar Orchestra Weekend

Dinner Friday 21 – Lunch
Sunday 23 February
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
A unique musical experience for classical
guitarists of all ages and of varying abilities
(but not complete beginners). The emphasis
is on participation, with students working in
a non-competitive and supportive
environment. Parts of the orchestra range
in difficulty from elementary (Grade 2) to
advanced (Grade 8) and are allocated in
accordance with each students’ playing
standard. The music required for the course
will be made available one month before
hand, to allow for some advance
preparation. Tutor: Peter Rueffer

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com
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FEB

You The Jury –
Casebook Number 5

Dinner Friday 21 – Lunch
Sunday 23 February
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
Twenty-first century archaeology employs a
dizzying array of techniques to analyse
ancient remains. This course will help you
to become an archaeologist and learn how
to do everything from analysing prehistoric
pots to dating human remains. In hands-on
sessions with real finds you will discover for
yourself how we go about piecing together
the past to reveal the secrets of our
ancestors. Along the way you will learn how
to recognise ancient stone tools, develop
skills in analysing pottery and find out how
to apply archaeological concepts to date
finds and sites. By the end of the weekend
you will know how scientific analysis can
divine details of the technological
achievements, diet and travel habits of even
the long dead. All-comers welcome.
Tutor: Dr Nick Snashall

Celebrate
in style

Social Events & Celebrations

Dillington is the perfect setting for any occasion, such as a birthday
celebration, wedding anniversary, a wake, family reunions and
Christmas parties.
We can seat any number up to 150 for a meal and 200 for a party.
With 40 en-suite bedrooms we can accommodate up to 78 guests.
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For information and to
arrange a viewing contact
the Events Team

01460 258648
weddings@somerset.gov.uk
www.dillington.com

Watercolour Winter Landscape

Four Early Medieval Christians

Saturday 22 February
Fee: £56
What inspired medieval men and women to
give their lives to God? We will examine
the lives and writings of four very different
individuals: St Benedict, Hildegard of Bingen,
Francis of Assisi and Julian of Norwich.
Benedict’s Rule for Monasteries was a
foundational text throughout the Middle
Ages; Hildegard was a gifted abbess. In
contrast, Francis of Assisi saw himself as
‘the little poor man’. Julian of Norwich was
a hermit who has left us a vivid account of
her visions. All-comers welcome.
Tutor: Sister Elizabeth Rees

Nature’s Other Minstrels: Bird
Poems of the Romantic Poets

Saturday 22 February
Fee: £56
Bird song has long been associated with
British poetry, especially in the Romantic
period, 1780s to 1820s. This may explain
why the nightingale became the most
celebrated bird in English verse. The
course will focus on poems by Coleridge,
Wordsworth, Keats, Clare and Shelley - not
only about nightingales, but also the skylark,
the cuckoo, the snipe and the owl. How
successfully did the poets enter the natural
world of these birds? We shall explore their
perspective on each bird – from the
ethereal to the terrestrial, from the
fanciful to the carefully observed.
Tutor: Jane Crozier

Architecture and the
English Wool Trade

The Life and Death
of a Love Affair

Monday 24 February
Fee: £25 (includes coffee and three course lunch)
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This is the fourth session in our Sylvia Plath
and Ted Hughes Programme. This week
students will look at Daddy by Sylvia Plath
and The Minotaur by Ted Hughes.
Tutor: Nims Gribler

Great British Brands

Tuesday 25 February
Fee: £61
Britain’s manufacturers have created famous
and unforgettable brands that have become
part of our lives. Their stories are tales of
heroic individual endeavour, dedicated
workers, and instantly recognisable
advertising and design. This course tells the
story of some of the greatest and most
enduring: Bird’s custard, Cadbury’s, Twining’s
tea, Tate and Lyle, and others that stick in
our minds, enliven our tables, and bring
back happy memories.
Tutor: Philip Wilkinson

Wednesday 26 February
Fee: £61
This course looks at the way the wool
trade changed the architecture of England.
It concentrates on two periods when the
trade brought great prosperity to large
parts of the country: the Middle Ages, when
the stunning churches of the Cotswolds and
East Anglia were built, and when
picturesque towns like Lavenham sprang
into prominence, and the 18th century, with
its often large water-powered mills and
extraordinary market buildings.
Tutor: Philip Wilkinson

DNA – And Family
History Research

Friday 28 February
Fee: £56
The session will look at DNA results from
Ancestry and My Heritage. How can we
use these results to help us in our family
history research, break down some
brickwalls and find long lost cousins.
DNA is becoming very popular but a lot
of people don’t know what to do with the
results, using them like another tool in the
kit we use for researching family history.
Only suitable for those who have done, and
have the results of an Ancestry DNA test
and maybe have uploaded those results to
My Heritage for free. Bring laptops along.
Tutor: Jane Ferentzi-Sheppard
Summer School

see page 55

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com
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FEB

Dinner Friday 21 – Lunch
Sunday 23 February
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
The winter scenery allows us really to see
the structure and shapes of hedgerows and
trees. Beautiful textures of bark, moss and
lichen are combined with wonderful curves
and twists of branches and boughs. An
opportunity to develop your individual style
of watercolour painting with some close
observation and a range of more
experimental watercolour techniques. For
those that may like to add a wintry crow,
owl or even a beetle there will be plenty of
help and references to hand and, of course,
we have the wonderful grounds at
Dillington to inspire us. Tutor: Shari Hills

FEB
Ancient Egyptian Artistry in Glass
with Lucia Gahlin

Friday 28 February 1.00pm
Tickets £25 (three-course lunch &
lecture)
The ancient Egyptians began making glass
c1450 BC following the introduction of the
technique from Syria. The Egyptians were
soon highly skilled at producing a range of
object types in coloured glass. In this
lecture Lucia will explore how the ancient
Egyptians produced glass objects and the
wonderful range of object types, including
vessels, inlay, beads, amulets, figures and
even headrests. She will examine the
developments in glass manufacture from the
15th century BC through to the Roman
Period in Egypt, and will show images of
many of the vibrantly-coloured glass objects
surviving from this great civilisation. Allcomers welcome.
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Goldwork Bees with
Beads and Appliquѐ

Nile Deities of Upper Egypt and
their Temples at Esna, Kom
Ombo and Elephantine

Dinner: Friday 28 February –
Lunch Sunday 1 March
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
Life in Ancient Egypt revolved around the
river Nile, so it is hardly surprising that a
number of the gods and goddesses of the
ancient Egyptian pantheon was associated
with aspects of riverine life and the Nile’s
annual inundation. During this course we
will explore the deities Sobek, Hapi, Khnum,
Satet and Anuket and the rituals and
mythology associated with them. We will
take a guided tour of the temples of Esna,
Kom Ombo and Elephantine, exploring
their architecture and extensive reliefs and
inscriptions carved on their walls. We will
discuss these intricate scenes and texts and
find them a window into ancient Egyptian
belief and thought. All-comers welcome.
Tutor: Lucia Gahlin

Dinner Friday 28 February –
Lunch Sunday 1 March
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
This course focuses on a range of
techniques to create a beautiful decorative
picture featuring goldwork bees in flight
around a cluster of appliquéd, beadwork
and goldwork flowers. Students will learn
techniques including felt padding, cut
goldwork, contemporary use of pearl purl
on a honeycomb-textured net base.
Students can work their own version of the
design, arranging flowers and bees to suit
the piece’s final purpose, or can follow the
tutor’s plan. The class will suit stitchers who
have done some embroidery before.
Tutor: Clare Clensy

Have Your

Say

If you have ideas for courses or events
you would like to see in our programme,
or you are a tutor keen to run a course at
Dillington, then we want to hear from you.
Send an email with your suggestions to
dillingtonbookings@somerset.gov.uk

From Elizabeth to Anne: A
Century of English Music

Images of Rome:
The Grand Tour and After

Saturday 29 February
Fee: £56
Although we may visit Rome to make
contact with the remains of ancient Roman
civilisation, the Rome that we see is very
much a product of artistic and aesthetic
ideas of the last 200 years. The course will
explore how the remains of the ancient and
medieval past have been modified, adapted
and restored, to create the Rome we see
today. Tutor: Richard Henderson

FEB

Dinner: Friday 28 February –
Lunch Sunday 1 March
Fees (£): s 411 l 354 H 354 u 242
People’s lives in Elizabethan England were
often more turbulent, and far more
dangerous, than we experience today.
Conflicts of politics and religion were
reflected in music and the life of composers
like Byrd and Philips and could bring death
or exile to some. A hundred years later, this
nation had achieved a sort of stability and
renewed its enthusiasm for music and
culture. Using recorded examples and live
performance Steven Devine, Kate Semmens
and Colin Booth will trace the changes
during the 17th century bringing by the
turn of the new century under Queen
Anne, a more democratic enjoyment of
music in the completely new style of
masters like Purcell and Croft. The course
will culminate in a Sunday afternoon
concert, featuring soprano with two
harpsichords. Tutors: Colin Booth,
Steven Devine and Kate Semmens

Concert Two Harpsichords and
Kate Semmens

Three Ways to Paint an Abstract

Saturday 29 February
Fee: £56
“What does it mean, jellybean?... Even if I
knew, I could only know what I thought it
meant.” John Chamberlain (1927-2011)
Abstract art may be over one hundred
years old as a genre, but it can still baffle
and provoke as much as it intrigues and
excites. This one-day, practical course in
acrylics demystifies the art form by looking
at the fundamentals of all painting from an
art historical perspective, before guiding
participants through the creation of three
very different abstract works. Suitable for
all abilities and attitudes (from doubters to
the plain curious), this course is for anyone
who wishes to gain more confidence with
their colours as well as their brushwork.
Tutor: David Chandler

Sunday 1 March 2.30pm
Tickets £16 (under 18s £8)
Includes tea or coffee during the interval
Pre-booked carvery lunch available £18
Harpsichordists Steven Devine and Colin
Booth are joined by soprano Kate
Semmens in a journey through the music
of 17th century England.
Keyboard pieces, duos and songs from the
court of Elizabeth I form a startling contrast
with the new style espoused by Purcell and
his contemporaries after the Restoration of
Charles II in 1660.
By the time of the reign of Queen Anne, an
even more modern style was forming,
sowing the seeds of a further evolution in
music in the early part of the new 18th
century.
Our concert will feature stunning highlights
of English music, from the Renaissance to
the Baroque.

Conferences

see page 12
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Crossroads in History Constructing the Elizabethan
ideal and its legacy

MAR
The Life and Death
of a Love Affair

DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
Monday 2 March
Fee: £25 (includes coffee and three course lunch)
This is the fifth session in our Sylvia Plath
and Ted Hughes Programme. This week
students will look at Ariel by Sylvia Plath
and Sam by Ted Hughes.
Tutor: Nims Gribler

BOOK CLUB
with Elizabeth Rapp

Tuesday 3 March
Fee: £25 (includes coffee and three
course lunch)
For this month’s Book Club, we will be
discussing The Salt Path by Raynor Winn –
published by Penguin.
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Thursday 5 March
Fee: £33
Morning session with three-course lunch
During this session we will examine how
Elizabeth I strove to refine the Tudor
propaganda machine even further through
employing some of the most celebrated and
accomplished artists of her time, including
Nicholas Hilliard, Levina Teerlinc and
Marcus Gheeraerts the Younger. This she
did through a vast range of media, including
portraiture, print, miniature, coinage, the
decorative arts, architecture, literature and
music, and by employing the most
sophisticated of allegorical devices.
Through these means Elizabeth sought
to place 'Brand Tudor' centre-stage during a
period of religious and political uncertainty,
cementing her own status as Supreme
Governor over her nation and an
embryonic empire, as well as a key player
in international diplomacy and war. The
session will conclude by examining how this
'brand' has endured and been reinvented in
subsequent centuries. Includes
comprehensive handouts.
Tutor: Joanna Cobb

GROUP BOOKINGS

With up to 40 bedrooms available,
we welcome groups looking to stay
somewhere special.
For further details contact the
Conference Team at
conferences@somerset.gov.uk

Music, Masonry and Manuscripts:
An Inspirational Journey Through
Medieval England with Mark
Cottle

Friday 6 March 1.00pm
Tickets £25 (three-course lunch &
lecture)
The music, architecture and manuscript
illumination of medieval England are among
the greatest achievements of any period
of English cultural history. The aim of the
lecture is to open a window onto this
remarkable world to capture something
of the essence of its religion and secular
music, its Romanesque and Gothic
cathedrals and its equally rich span of
manuscript illumination, both sacred and
profane. Essentially inspirational and
aspirational, these are forms of artistic
endeavour which can touch the sublime.
All-comers welcome.

Watercolour – The
Importance of Tone in Painting

Lunch Friday 6 – Lunch Sunday 8 March
Fees (£): s 437 l 380 H 380 u 268
If you know the basics of washes, colour
and mixing and want to take the next steps
this course is designed for intermediate
students and will deal with the fascinating
subject of tone. We will examine if tone is
more important than colour and, if so, why.
This is a chance to explore this subject
using traditional watercolour techniques
and improve your observational skills. Learn
how to adapt and improve subject matter
to create more exciting paintings.
Tutor: Clare DuVergier

Portraits of Women in Power in
the Medieval World from Hilde of
Whitby to Joan of Arc

Music, Magic and Mystery

Dinner Friday 6 – Lunch Sunday 8 March
Fees (£): s 399 l 342 H 342 u 230
In opera, anything can happen – or at least
it should feel that way! Mozart’s The Magic
Flute mixes supernatural events with quasiMasonic ritual; Ravel’s enchanting L’enfant et
les sortilèges (The Child and the Spells)
contemplates the relationship between
mankind and the natural world; and
Britten’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream is
one of the most satisfying adaptations of
Shakespeare ever made. We shall explore
these three masterpieces, using excerpts
from outstanding performances on CD and
video.Tutor: Gwyn Parry-Jones

Saturday 7 March
Fee: £56
William Wordsworth wrote of his sister
Dorothy that ‘she gave me eyes, she gave
me ears’. Dorothy’s journals give insight in
to her life with her brother and provide
insight in to the life of the poet and his
friendships. Tutor: Dr Greta Depledge

The Life and Death
of a Love Affair

Monday 9 March
Fee: £25 (includes coffee and threecourse lunch)
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This is the last session in our Sylvia Plath
and Ted Hughes Programme. This week
students will look at Edge by Sylvia Plath
and Life after Death by Ted Hughes.
Tutor: Nims Gribler

“Excellent all round
service, extremely
responsive, and
catering outstanding!”

Bookbinding

Lunch Monday 9 – Lunch Friday 13 March
Fees (£): s 791 l 675 H 675 u 453
Angela’s bookbinding courses are aimed at
students of intermediate level, particularly
those who have taken a beginners’ course
and would like to expand their knowledge.
The optional special subject for this course
is rebacking of cloth and leather bindings.
This is a large subject, but we will look at
some general methods and see how to
assess the books to be treated. Some
general guidelines can be given, but each
book will be different, and advice will be
given on how best to deal with each
particular problem.
If students do not wish to follow this
subject they may bring any projects they
would like to work on and they will be
given help and advice to enable them to
progress.
Beginners are welcome to come if they
wish to follow a longer course than the
introductory weekend course in January
with Sarah Jarrett-Kerr, or are unable to
attend this. However, they should not
attempt this special subject, and they should
make sure they are familiar with binding
structures before tackling restoration
projects.
Please note that there is a charge of £10 to
cover basic materials used during the
course.Tutor: Angela Sutton

Six Troubled Counties –
A History of Northern Ireland

Dinner Friday 13 – Lunch Sunday 15 March
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
Created in the chaotic aftermath of the
First World War, Northern Ireland had a
troubled birth and continues to be troubled
by sometimes bloody communal divisions.
As Private Secretary to Sir Patrick Mayhew,
the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland
in the 1990s, Dr Rodell witnessed first-hand
both the height of the troubles and the
beginning of the process which led to the
Good Friday agreement.
Tutor: Dr Jonathan Rodell

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com
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Dinner Friday 6 – Lunch Sunday 8 March
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
Despite the male-dominated world in which
they lived, a number of women in medieval
England, Germany and France rose to place
their stamp on their contemporary worlds
and also on history. The course will cover
the careers of a number of women in
church and state from the 7th – 15th
centuries. In particular, a number of queens
of the period – Emma (queen to both King
Aethelraed and King Cnut), Matilda (heir to
Henry I), Eleanor of Acquitaine (Henry II’s
queen), Isabella of France (Edward II’s
queen), Margaret of Anjou (Henry VI’s
queen) and Elizabeth Woodville (Edward
IV’s queen) – were, with varying degrees of
success, able to overcome more narrowly
prescribed definitions of their role. We will
summarise careers and assess these figures
for their impact on their times. All-comers
welcome. Tutor: Mark Cottle

Dorothy Wordsworth The
Grasmere and Alfoxden Journals

SOMERSET’S MOST MAGNIFICENT

weddings

VENUE
We offer Exclusive and
Non-Exclusive Weddings
We are licensed for civil ceremonies in our
romantic orangery, the elegant Hanning
Room and in our theatre in the
magnificent Mews building. With many
years’ experience behind us, our dedicated
wedding team is on hand to help you plan
every aspect of your wedding day, making
sure that you and your guests have the
most perfect day.
Dillington House can now be
exclusively yours for your big day.

For information or to book a viewing,
please contact our Events Team:
e: weddings@somerset.gov.uk
t: 01460 258648
w: www.weddingvenueinsomerset.com
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SPRING courses

“Absolutely
incredible
course”

Architecture of Slovakia

MAR
Islands of Wonder

Philosophy:The Good Life

Dinner Friday 13 – Lunch Sunday 15 March
Fees (£): s 403 l 346 H 346 u 232
‘The life truly worth living is the considered
life’, said Socrates, two and a half millenia
ago. Socrates meant a life that was well
informed and has goals which will benefit
both oneself and society. The Good Life,
ergo, allows us to grow autonomously and,
rather than be dictated to by duty,
empower us to live a full and flourishing
life. Beginning with the Ancients, taking a
whistle-stop tour through the Renaissance,
and then summarising with the Modern, this
course will give us a taste of the Good Life
from some of the greatest minds that
reflect upon it. Tutor: Darren Harper
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Dinner Friday 13 – Lunch Sunday 15 March
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
Islands of Wonder investigates our cultural
and historic fascination with islands,
particularly those distant, mysterious
ones with strange beasts and unknown
civilisations. We will look in some detail at
five remote and remarkable islands, each
steeped in history, with the most
breathtaking landscapes and unique flora
and fauna - all visited by Brian on his travels.
Of the five, three are polar or sub-polar;
the Falklands in the South Atlantic, South
Georgia in the Southern Ocean, Franz Josef
Land in the Arctic Ocean; and two lie on or
below the Equator; Galápagos and Easter
Island (Rapa Nui), both in the Pacific Ocean.
All five can truly be described as islands of
wonder. We then consider the
Anthropocene and the detrimental effects
of mankind’s actions over centuries - global
warming, pollution, species migration and
habitat destruction - which now threaten
the fragile ecosystems and the very survival
of the islands. We conclude by looking at
what scientists and environmental experts
are now doing to try to restore and
protect these precious places.
Richly illustrated throughout with Brian’s
stunning images, this course is a must for
armchair travellers and all lovers of nature.
Tutor: Brian Anderson

Dinner Friday 13 – Lunch Sunday 15 March
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
The small state of Slovakia has some of the
richest and best preserved architectural
heritage in Central Europe. From the
traditional wooden vernacular architecture,
with farms and churches, through the
Gothic castles, churches, and town buildings
of Hungarian rule, and their Renaissance
manor houses and palaces, the neat
enclaves of German settlers in their villages
and market towns, and finally the strongly
individual infrastructure built by the newly
independent Czechoslovak state after 1918,
the variety is impressive. We examine the
qualities of all these styles in the historical
context of Hungarian overlordship,
Habsburg Imperial rule, Czechoslovak
development and the new architecture
of the young, independent Slovak nation.
Tutor: Mark Powell

Europe – Christendom in Crisis

Saturday 14 March
Fee: £56
The sacking of Byzantine Constantinople
by the fourth Crusade in 1204 fatally
weakened the last Christian bastion against
the resurgent Islamic threat from the Seljuk
Turks. Following Turkish penetration into
the Balkans, the fall of the city in 1453 and
their subsequent conquest of the Levant
coast, central Europe again lay prey to
invasion from the east. Tutor: Mike Shaw

Two Ways to Paint a Watercolour

Saturday 14 March
Fee: £56
The second in a series of day schools in
which we explore the careers of great
singers, focusing on this occasion
particularly on the Italian bel canto
repertoire, the operas of Verdi, Puccini and
the composers of the verismo era. Callas
was arguably the most expressive soprano
of her generation and certainly the most
controversial. Gobbi, a close colleague, was
the foremost dramatic baritone of his time,
a superb interpreter of a number of great
roles. Tutor: Andrew Borkowski

MAR

Two More Great Singers –
Maria Callas and Tito Gobbi

FEB

Saturday 14 March
Fee: £56
Where does the rainbow go when we try
to put it onto the paper? Why do all those
lovely colours, that look so bright in our
box, turn to mud the moment we set to
work? In this practical, one-day course
we look briefly at the science behind the
problem before exploring two different
colour concepts that will help us gain
control of our paintbox. Many of us will
have heard of the concept of colour
harmony and the rule of simultaneous
contrast, but perhaps have never applied
them to our art, because we didn’t know
how. With examples from the Tate Archive,
David will demonstrate how these
principles can be put into practise to give
our work the brightness and vibrancy we’ve
always wanted. All-comers are welcome, but
absolute beginners in watercolour will
experience a steep learning curve.
Tutor: David Chandler

Images from the Edge
with Brian Anderson

Sunday 15 March 2.30pm
Tickets £14 (includes tea and cake)
Pre-booked carvery lunch available £18
Join Brian Anderson, Dillington lecturer and
photographer, who returns with the latest
talk from his Images from the Edge series.
In ‘More Cold Snaps 2019’ we visit Japan’s
iconic Snow Macaques, monkeys that live
in the country's wintry mountains; land
on Franz Josef Land and see its unique High
Arctic flora and fauna; see the Chinstrap
penguins on Antarctica's Half Moon Island
and sail through the Weddell Sea with its
awesome icebergs. Don't miss this new,
exciting talk, richly illustrated with Brian's
stunning photography. This is a must for
armchair travellers and all lovers of nature.

❝
Phil Grabsky

Few places offer
such repose,
intellectual
stimulation
and comfort

Introduction to Making and
Drawing with Botanical Ink

Monday 16 March
Fee: £76 includes materials
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course will be of interest to those who
want to identify and harvest wild and cultivated
plants that can be used to make inks and
paints.

Over the course of the day we will identify
and harvest plants and process them into
inks and dyes for paper. We will look at,
create and understand where to source
modifiers - metals, acids, and alkalis that
you can use to create a chemical reaction,
transforming and shifting colours on the
page. From this you will create your own
botanical ink reference sheet.
A set of handmade unbleached recycled
paper is included in this course for you to
start exploring the possibilities of these inks
using brushes and dip pens.

At the end of the day you will have a small
set of handmade inks, a colour and modifier
key and some explorational drawings.
Tutor Flora Arbuthnott

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com
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Getting Started with Family
History – Pre – 1837 Records

MAR

You The Jury –
Casebook Number 5

Leather Work – Make a Bag

Monday 16 and Tuesday 17 March
Fee: £165 includes materials
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course is ideal for those with an interest in
crafting and/or leather, bags and accessories,
traditional skills and sewing.

Learn how to make your own Shoulder
or Tote Bag from stunning Italian Vegetable
Tanned Leather. After an introduction to
leather and its many types and uses, you
will begin by cutting out the panels for your
bag from a choice of either classic black or
a contemporary natural shade of leather.
You will learn how to attach the fittings
and construct your bag using a traditional
saddle-stitching technique. There will also
be the opportunity to customise your
creation with your name or initials (or
someone else’s!) No previous experience
is necessary, and all tools / materials will be
provided. Accomodation can be booked,
subject to availability. Tutor: Christina
Charles

SUNDAY 22
MARCH
30

Tuesday 17 March
Fee: £56
Over the course of the day we will be
considering two different real life cases of
murder which occurred in England between
1900-1975. Participants will be expected to
listen to the evidence, making notes as they
go, then discuss the case and attempt to
reach a verdict based on what they have
heard. No advance reading or knowledge
of the English judicial system is needed.
The cases chosen for your consideration
will not be revealed in advance and, just as
in the real Jury Room, everyone will be
requested to switch off all electronic
devices and put aside any pre-conceived
ideas they may have, if they do happen to
have heard or read anything about either of
these cases previously. The cases have been
selected with an eye to the insight they can
give us on various aspects of our judicial
system and social history and, at the end of
the day, the verdicts reached by the original
juries will of course be revealed. No
advance preparation is required, but
students will find a pen, a notebook and an
open mind invaluable. Although these are all
real cases, no distressing crime scene
photographs will be used. Please note these
that were studied in February 2020. Tutor:
Diane Janes

COME AND ENJOY A 2-COURSE
CARVERY LUNCH IN THE IDYLLIC
SURROUNDINGS OF DILLINGTON
HOUSE. COMPLIMENTARY GLASS
OF PROSECCO FOR MUM
LUNCH £17.95

Monday 16 and Tuesday 17 March
Fee: £112
This course is for those who have attended
the beginners’ course or who got back to
the 1800s and need help going further back.
We will look at where you are with your
research, what documentation you have and
how you are recording it. We will look at
Parish records, Poor Law, Wills and Probate
and dating old photos. We will also be
looking at the bigger picture of what was
happening at the time and the effect it had
on our ancestors’ lives. Bring along your
research and old photos. ‘A Family History
– Looking at more unusual sources’ is
planned for later in the year.
Tutor: Jane Ferentzi-Sheppard

Make a Gift Bouquet
for Mother’s Day

Thursday 19 March
Fee: £54 per session (AM or PM)
includes all materials.
You will have a hand-tied gift bouquet to
take away with you.
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
Session 1 start the morning with coffee
and end with lunch including a glass of
Prosecco.
Session 2 start your afternoon with lunch,
including a glass of Prosecco, and end with
tea.

This course is aimed at those who have an
interest in flower arranging. No experience is
required as Sophie will take you through the
process step-by-step to create a hand-tied gift
bouquet.

In this class we will be making Mother’s Day
Bouquets with beautiful blooms. Sophie will
teach you how to condition your flowers to
make them last longer, to create the
bouquet using traditional techniques, and to
gift them beautifully.
Tutor: Sophie Hatcher

Hardanger Embroidery

The Cold War 1945-1991

Guernica – The Greatest Painting
in the World with Wayne Bennett

Beginners Crochet

Friday 20 March
Fee: £63 includes materials
Master the basics of crochet on this oneday workshop. Learn how to create a basic
chain and simple crochet stitches. The day is
very hands-on and you will be encouraged
to practice holding the yarn and hook
correctly whilst working in rows. Part
of the day will be spent looking at simple
commercial patterns and charts. There
will be an opportunity to explore further
complex stitches and techniques
throughout the day. If you are new to
crochet or would benefit from a refresher
day, this workshop is for you as we will be
going back to basics. Suitable for complete
beginners. Tutor: Tracy Chapman

Friday 20 March 1.00pm
Tickets £25 (three-course lunch
& lecture)
It is arguably the greatest painting of the
twentieth century. Picasso’s Guernica was a
defiant statement hewn out of the barbarity
of civil war in Spain yet painted in a loft
many hundreds of miles away in Paris.
Wayne will describe the significance of this
great painting and why he thinks it is
worthy of the accolade ‘the greatest
painting in the world.’

British Art Collections
and Patrons

Dinner Friday 20 – Lunch Sunday 22 March
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
The arrival of great art into the United
Kingdom is a historical and cultural
phenomenon that is barely recognised.
We take for granted the works which hang
on our gallery walls and don’t give too
much thought to the background story of
their journey. This course will tell how and
why many great works of art ended up in
Britain and how they subsequently entered
the public sphere. We will consider the
role of private patrons as well as public
patronage and we will view many terrific
paintings and some sculpture along the way.
All-comers welcome.
Tutor: Wayne Bennett

Dinner Friday 20 – Lunch Sunday 22 March
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
Arguably the Cold War began in 1917,
when Russia was cold-shouldered by the
West. Relations deteriorated in the 1930s
and Stalin signed a pact with Hitler. When
Russia was attacked in 1941, the USA and
the British Empire were on the same side.
But disagreements persisted: Berlin, nuclear
weapons and Korea. Serious crises
followed: Hungary, Suez, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia, Afghanistan. But
Gorbachev’s accession led to a thaw,
which may yet lead to a renewed freeze.
Tutor: Edward Towne

Evelyn Waugh - Revisited

Dinner Friday 20 – Lunch Sunday 22 March
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
Evelyn Waugh is one of the most widely read of 20th Century novelists. There have
been numerous adaptations of his books
for film, TV and radio. He also wrote travel
books and biography. All of his writing is
still in print. He was also something of a
controversialist, as a satirist, Catholic and
observer of the English class system. It
would be helpful if those attending could
have read Decline and Fall and Brideshead
Revisited before coming (and, if possible, A
Handful of Dust). Tutor: Dr John Kirkaldy

Roman Blinds

Saturday 21 March
Fee: £56
Roman blinds are a great way of dressing
a window, giving a simple uncluttered look.
This course will cover all the techniques
and stitches required to make a lined and
interlined Roman blind by hand, in order to
produce a professional finish. This course is
suitable for all abilities, however students
should be able to use a basic sewing
machine. Students will make a sample
Roman blind approximately a metre square
and will need to bring their own sewing
machine. Tutor: Jenny Harrison

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com
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Lunch Thursday 19 –
Lunch Sunday 22 March
Fees (£): s 617 l 532 H 532 u 366
Originating in southwest Norway, this very
attractive whitework technique involves
cutting and removing threads in order to
produce lovely lacy designs. Worked on any
evenweave fabric, using stranded cotton and
perle threads. Can also be combined with
cross stitch. Choose a design to work on or
a sampler of stitches. Suitable for all
abilities. Tutor: Annette Bolton

Growing Outdoor
Exotic Plants in the UK

MAR

Saturday 21 March
Fee: £76 includes transport to
specialist nursery
This course will appeal to gardening
enthusiasts who want to extend their
knowledge and create a ‘different’ kind
of garden.
A survey of exotic plants that can be grown
outdoors in Somerset and other favourable
areas. Exotic plants: what and why? How
they may be grown successfully – and kept
for the following year. A selection of
individual plants will be considered; their
history, names, and cultivation.
This course also includes a visit to Desert
to Jungle, a small unique specialist exotic
plant nursery based in Somerset.
Tutor: Brian Jaques

Shaker Boxes

Monday 23 March
Fee: £81 includes materials
This course will appeal to those with an
interest in Shaker design,The Arts and Crafts
movement and principles, a love of simple
classic design, a desire to try something
different.
During the day Richard will show you how
to shape the bands of the box using hand
tools, after which you will bend and join
them with traditional copper tacks. In the
afternoon you will learn how to fit and fix
the base and lid into the bands made that
morning. At the end of the day you will be
able to finish your box and take home a
beautiful object to use and admire.
All tools and materials are provided and
no previous woodworking experience is
required. Tutor: Richard Gibson
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A Country Bouquet

Monday 23 March
Fee: £73 includes materials
Create your own beautiful bouquet of
flowers and foliage in stitch and pure silk
ribbon embroidery. This technique is very
satisfying and easy to master.Your finished
piece could be framed or incorporated into
a cushion panel or bag as a celebratory
item. This day course is suitable for all levels
of ability and friendly personal tuition will
be given at each stage of your project.
Tutor: Helen Roskell

Oval wooden Shaker Carrier

Tuesday 24 and Wednesday 25 March
Fee: £162 includes materials
This course will appeal to those with an
interest in Shaker design,The Arts and Crafts
movement and principles, a love of simple
classic design, a desire to try something
different.

This is a design that the Shaker
communities made a lot of and sold as
“fancy goods”. The large box has a swing
handle to carry it and an internal tray to
hold smaller items.
During the first day you will shape the
bands of the box using hand tools, after
which we will bend them and join them
with traditional copper tacks. On the
following day you will learn how to fit
and fix the base and lid into the bands in
the morning and, in the afternoon, assemble
the parts to finish your box and take home
a beautiful object to use and admire.
All tools and materials are provided and
no previous woodworking experience is
required
Accommodation can be booked, subject
to availability. Tutor: Richard Gibson

Shakespeare for Actors – Comedy

MAR

Tuesday 24 March
Fee: £61
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
An ideal way to celebrate the Bard’s birthday
with an investigation of the practical challenges
and opportunities for the actor when
performing in Shakespeare’s comedies, with
particular reference to Twelfth Night.This
course is ideal for keen, amateur actors.
This course will look at Twelfth Night and
focus not only on the text, but also the
practical skills required when acting in
Shakespeare’s comedies. Throughout the
course scenes will be chosen to work on in
detail, emphasising the non-academic,
practical skills required. Students will need
a copy of Twelfth Night and a basic, working
knowledge of the play. Accommodation
can be booked, subject to availability
Tutor: John Hartoch

Brahms and the Piano with Terry
Barfoot, Charles Owen and
Domenic Degavino

Dinner Friday 27 – Tea Sunday 29 March
Fees (£): £295 shared twin/double
£320 single room
£200 non resident
The piano features centrally in Brahms's list
of compositions. Not only did he create
one of the great bodies of music in the solo
keyboard literature, he also used the piano
extensively in chamber music: in duos, trios,
quartets and a magnificent quintet. Then
there are the numerous songs, the works
for piano duet and, the largest of them all,
the two great concertos. Our weekend will
explore this rich legacy through recordings
on CD and DVD and live performances by
two of the finest pianists of our time. The
course will conclude with a performance at
a public concert by Charles Owen and
Domenic Degavino. The course is run in
association with Arts in Residence. The
fees are per person and include wine with
dinner. Tutor: Terry Barfoot
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Shakespeare for Actors – Tragedy

Wednesday 25 March
Fee: £61
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
Continue your celebrations of the Bard’s
birthday with an investigation of the practical
challenges and opportunities for the actor
when performing in Shakespeare’s tragedies,
with particular reference to Macbeth.This
course is ideal for keen, amateur actors.
This course will look at Macbeth and focus
not only on the text, but also the practical
skills required when acting in Shakespeare’s
tragedies. Throughout the course scenes
will be chosen to work on in detail,
emphasising the non-academic, practical
skills required. Students will need a copy
of Macbeth and a basic, working knowledge
of the play. Tutor: John Hartoch
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“Terrific tutor, enthusiastic,
knowledgeable & effective”

Solo and Duo Piano Recital with
Charles Owen and Dominic
Degavino

Sunday 29 March 2.30pm
Tickets £20 (under 18s £10)
Includes full programme notes and tea or
coffee during the interval.
Pre-booked carvery lunch available £18
Charles Owen, one of the finest pianists of
his generation, returns for his fourth visit
to Dillington to give a recital of works by
Brahms and Schumann.
The first half of the concert is shared with
the award-winning pianist Domenic
Degavino, who will perform works by Clara
and Robert Schumann.
After the interval they will appear together
as a Piano Duo.
This event has been made possible by
generous sponsorship from a group of
Dillington Friends.

Against the Odds. How women
writers found their voices and got
published

Natural Dyes

Thursday 2 and Friday 3 April
Fee: £122
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course will be of interest to those who
want to identify and forage for natural dye
materials.
This is a course for beginners where we
will forage for our own dye materials from
the gardens and grounds of Dillington
House. We will prepare the materials to
be dyed using mordants and make up dye
baths on the first day. We return on the
second day and begin vat dyeing. Students
will learn how to dip and ombre dye, how
exhausts and modifiers work and the range
of colours that can be produced from a
single dye bath. It gives a basis to build skills
including steam leaf printing, overdyeing and
using waste materials. Accommodation
can be booked, subject to availability
Tutor: Debbie Munro

Selected Novels of Edith Wharton

Dinner Friday 3 – Lunch Sunday 5 April
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
This course will explore a number of novels
written by the American novelist, playwright
and short story writer Edith Wharton. The
first woman to win a Pulitzer Prize for
literature in 1921, Wharton drew on her
own knowledge of the New York upper
classes in her writing.
Tutor: Dr Greta Depledge

❝

Michael Wood

t 01460 258613 e dillington@somerset.gov.uk w www.dillington.com

In a world of
increasing
dislocation,
Dillington has a real
sense of its place in
the world.
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Monday 30 and Tuesday 31 March
Fee: £132 includes materials
Come and join us for a relaxing,
inspirational, fun couple of days of
needle felting with like-minded, friendly
and creative people! On this new exciting
two-day needle felting workshop fibre artist
Carla Taylor of The Mousehole Woolery
will guide you step-by-step through the
basic techniques of needle felting as well as
sharing lots of tips and tricks that she has
learnt along the way and as sharing her love
and passion for local Dorset and British
wool.
Carla will share with you how to make your
sculptures more life-like and come to life by
looking in more detail at the proportions,
shapes and details of the beautiful magical
brown hare. Creating these features using
intricate felted shapes, wire, the mixing and
layering of different wools and the use of
reverse felting needles. By the end of this
two-day workshop you will have created
your own beautiful running hare mounted
on a beautiful piece of locally-sourced
Dorset wood, ready for you to take home
or if you can part with them to give to that
special someone as a gift! This workshop is
suitable for both beginners and those with
some experience of needle felting. The
price of the workshop includes all materials
and a needle felting kit, that you get to
keep, take home and carry on creating with.
Accommodation can be booked subject to
availability. Tutor: Carla Taylor

Thursday 2 April
Fee: £56
Known for their musical homages to
surfing, cars and romance, the Beach Boys
achieved success early in their career with
a string of songs celebrating 60s youth
culture on the West Coast of America.
Their distinctive close-harmony vocal
sound, laid-back grooves and easy-living
lyrics describe a world that we would all
like to escape to now and then, so why
not immerse yourself in the sounds of a
Californian summer with this fun and
accessible group-singing workshop? We'll be
doing some harmony singing but you don’t
need to be able to read music notation as
we will be learning our parts ‘by ear’ with
lyric sheets. All levels of experience
welcome. Tutor: Jo Sercombe

APR

Magical Running Hare Needle
Felting Workshop

Monday 1 April
Fee: £56
This course is for anyone interested in
discovering the process whereby women came
to make their voices heard, transcending the
roles assigned them by society. Students must
be prepared to read and discuss literary texts
during the Study Day.
'Intellectual freedom depends upon material
things,' said Virginia Woolf. We shall explore
this concept as it applies to women writers
in Britain, asking questions about gender
barriers to success and how these were
transcended. Beginning with Woolf’s essay,
A Room of One’s Own, we shall look back
to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
reading a rich mix of short texts – fiction,
poetry and non-fiction. Authors will range
from the poet Charlotte Smith, who literally
wrote her way out of debtors’ prison, to
Mary Wollstonecraft, Jane Austen, Sara
Coleridge, Mary Shelley, Charlotte Bronte,
George Eliot and, of course,Virginia Woolf.
Tutor: Jane Crozier

Surf ’s Up! – Sing the Beach Boys
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Introduction to Watercolours

APR

Dinner Friday 3 – Lunch Sunday 5 April
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
Have you ever thought of painting with
watercolours but don’t know what to do?
Then this is the course for you. Aimed at
complete beginners, I start with all the
basics so that you can paint with
confidence. Passing on some of the tricks of
the trade I will show you what materials are
available, what is a good buy and what is
not, how the materials work then, with
practical demonstrations and exercises,
show you how to do all the basic washes,
flat, graded and variegated, how to correct
mistakes, how to build up a simple picture
and, by the end of the course, you will be
able to handle your materials with a lot of
confidence as well as having produced
finished paintings. There will be an
additional cost of £10 for materials payable
to the tutor on arrival. Tutor: Jane Beech

Botanical Illustration

Looking Good, Feeling Good

Saturday 4 April
Fee: £61
An established and successful course,
specially designed for women, that has a
mantra “if we change the way we look, we
change the way we feel”. So, no matter
what your age or shape, you can look good
and stylish in any situation and discover
your goals in relation to your own unique
lifestyle. Using tried and tested methods to
find clothing that suits your personality and
colours that suit your natural colouring, you
will experience a relaxing, inspiring and
motivating day. Maximise your wardrobe so
that it works for you. No more “I haven’t a
thing to wear”. There is an opportunity to
purchase a ‘credit card’ colour swatch for
£5. Tutor: Jenny Webb

Tea Monday 6 – Lunch Thursday 9 April
Fees (£): s 606 l 522 H 522 u 360
Botanical Illutration is precise detailed
work, a combination of art and science. This
studio-based watercolour course is for all
ability levels: no experience of art or botany
is required, just commitment. We aim to
enjoy working in an atmosphere of relaxed
industry. Students will work at their own
pace on the subject of their choice. The
course will cover the use of basic materials
and methods for beginners and will offer
professional advice to advanced students.
The emphasis will be on individual
development. Tutor: Susan Hillier

A Unique Dillington House Event Remembering Chris Pollard

Honiton Lace

Dinner Friday 3 – Lunch Sunday 5 April
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
This practical course is designed for bobbin
lacemakers of all abilities. For those who
have knowledge of basic bobbin stitches
there is the opportunity to be introduced
to the techniques of this classic English lace.
Those experienced in Honiton lacemaking
can expand their skills and understanding of
this lace and gain inspiration and guidance
on interpretation and design development.
Whatever your level, come and enjoy the
magic of lacemaking. Tutor: Liz Trebble
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Chris had for many years organised our
Summer School as well as courses and
tours. As a tribute to him, and his life at
Dillington, we are inviting all who knew,
worked, studied and toured with Chris to
join us on Sunday 5 April 2020 at 2:30pm in
the Theatre to share memories, music,
poetry and prose and pay tribute to Chris.
There is no charge for this event but please
book your tickets in the usual way.

Introduction to Greenwood Crafts

Tuesday 7 and Wednesday 8 April
Fee: £135 includes materials
Learn how to use traditional hand tools
including shave horses, draw knife knifes,
axes, straight blade knife and curved 'hook'
or spoon knife. Craft and carve a range of
items including, spatulas, spoons, butter
knives, gypsy flowers and three-legged
stools. You will also learn safe knife
techniques that can be used to carve
beautiful walking sticks.
Students must be physically fit, able to
hold and manipulate tools.
Tutor: Philip Harwin

The Pastoral Tradition in Music

Tuesday 7 April
Fee: £61
Arcadian landscapes, blue distances, the
haunting sound of a shepherd’s pipe. This
is one of the most enduring of artistic
formulae, and composers can match the
work of painters and poets all the way
from the Renaissance to the Romantics and
beyond. Come and hear how the Pastoral
Tradition renews itself and stays for ever
young. Tutor: Tim Porter
Tuesday 7 April
Fee: £61
Roman religion was a matter of a
transaction between man and his chosen
gods – offerings to the gods depended on
their fulfilling their side of the bargain. The
course will look at some of the huge
amount of evidence from across the Roman
empire, from the eastern gods to the Celtic
west with its nature spirits, as well as the
rise of the mystery religions with their
ideas of the soul and resurrection.
Tutor: Nick Griffiths

BOOK CLUB
with Elizabeth Rapp

Tuesday 7 April
Fee: £25 (includes coffee and threecourse lunch)
For this month’s Book Club, we will be
reading Girl with a Pearl Earring by Tracy
Chevalier (published by Harper Collins)

Wednesday 8 April
Fee: £61
There is much more to Verdi than Aida,
Traviata and the Requiem! Mighty as these
works are, there is a case to be made that
he truly surpassed himself in the
magisterial, dark, sumptuous score of
“Simon Boccanegra”. This is the opera
that has everything: love, murder, and that
greatest of political themes – how do we
choose our rulers, and what do we expect
from them? All-comers welcome.
Tutor: Tim Porter

Willow Hares

L
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Wednesday 8 April
Fee: £101 includes materials
Come and make a 3-4 foot willow
sculpture for your home or garden with
local Somerset artist Jo Sadler of Forged in
Willow. Jo will guide you through each step
to create a hare sculpture using local grown
willow from the Levels. Wear older clothes
as it they can get grubby, bring your own
secateurs if you like, and plenty of
enthusiasm! Tutor: Jo Sadler
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Three Scottish Saints

Thursday 9 April
Fee: £61
The history of medieval Scotland, as seen
through the prism of pilgrimage. Ninian,
Colomba and Margaret were the saints
who defined Scotland’s sense of itself, and
the fabulous buildings and landscapes which
they left behind help us understand their
world.Tutor: Tim Porter

Alignment Therapy

Thursday 9 April
Fee: £56
Do you have back (or other) pain and
want to relieve it? The Evans Technique of
Therapy, officially recognised in 2011 by
the Independent Professional Therapists
International (IPTI), is an extremely gentle
and painless way of relieving back and other
joint pain. During the day we will look at
ways of using simple body movements to
relieve aches and pains. This self-help course
is designed for those who want to relieve
their own aches. Tutor: Ann Evans

Ancient Egyptian Palace Paintings

Dinner Tuesday 14 – Lunch
Thursday 16 April
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
The palaces of the 14th Century BC
pharaohs Amenhotep III and Akhenaten
have been excavated at Malkata in Western
Thebes (Luxor) and Amarna in Middle
Egypt, revealing extensive painted
decoration, both on the floors and walls.
In this course we will explore the
archaeological excavations that have
exposed such wonderful examples of
ancient Egyptian art; the paintings
themselves and the modern housing and
conservation of these fragments of fragile
painted plaster. All-comers welcome.
Tutor: Lucia Gahlin

Architects and the Architectural
Movements of the Twentieth
Century

Dinner Tuesday 14 –
Lunch Thursday 16 April
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
From the disparate forms presented by
the last vestiges of Beaux Arts and Art
Nouveau, there soon developed Modern
Architecture. This term covers so many
forms such as the International Style,
De Stijl, the Bauhaus, Expressionist
Architecture, Constructivist Architecture,
Art Deco, Totalitarian Architecture,
Brutalism, Post-Modernism and the
strangely named Blobitecture. In introducing
these various movements you will in turn
be introduced to leading exponents of
these areas including Le Corbusier, Frank
Lloyd Wright, Walter Gropius, Mies van der
Rohe, Richard Neutra, Philip Johnson,
Richard Rogers, Eliel Saarinen, Alvar Alto,
Norman Foster, I M Pei, Santiago Calatrava,
David Chipperfield, Zaha Hadid.
Tutor: Mike Hope
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Dealing with the Gods –
Religion in the Roman World

Verdi’s “Simon Boccanegra”:
A Great Historical Drama

Beyond Birth, Marriage and
Death – Going Further with
Family History

APR

Wednesday 15 April
Fee: £56
Once you move beyond the key sources,
such as Birth, Marriage and Death
Certificates and the Census, you come
to look at the wonderful and varied
documents which put flesh on the bones
and help bring the history of your family
to life. This day course will look at some
of these many and varied sources, including
Wills and Probate, Military Records, Poor
Law and Workhouse records, newspapers
and more. We will also look at the core
providers of online records and where to
find those “offline” records using online
tools. There will also be time to discuss
some brick wall solving techniques, although
unfortunately there are no guarantees we
will knock them down, we will chip away at
the foundations. Tutor: Jane Taubman

People in the Roman World

Wednesday 15 April
Fee: £61
The Roman world has left a huge ‘archive’
of documents and inscriptions allowing one
to reconstruct much of the daily life of a
wide range of the people who made the
empire – from farmers and merchants to
soldiers, sailors and their wives and families.
The course will look at many of these
documents, drawing on material from
Britain to Egypt. Tutor: Nick Griffiths

Corn Dolly Making

Saturday 18 April
Fee: £66 includes materials
This course is ideal for those with a love of
traditional English crafts.
Corn Dollies are a form of straw work
made as part of harvest customs and
decoration. During the day you will be
shown traditional methods of making a
Corn Dolly and create your own handmade
gifts. Michael recently appeared on Channel
4 in Kirsty Allsops Christmas Decorating
competition with his Corn Dolly creations.
Tutor: Michael Sprigg
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Country Hares & Foxes Needle
Felting Workshop

Monday 20 April
Fee: £66 includes materials
Love wool? Then you'll love needle felting!
Fibre artist Carla Taylor of The Mousehole
Woolery will guide you step-by-step
through the basic techniques of needle
felting as well as sharing lot of tips and
tricks that she has learnt along the way and
her love and passion for local Dorset and
British wool. By the end of the workshop
you will have created your own country
hare or fox out of beautiful wool ready for
you to take home or, if you can part with
them, to give to someone as a special gift.
This workshop is suitable for both
beginners and those with some experience
of needle felting. The price of the
workshop includes all materials and a
needle felting kit that you get to keep, take
home and carry on creating with. A fun,
creative and inspiring day with friendly, likeminded people! Tutor: Carla Taylor
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Shakespeare’s B*tches
and B*stards

Dinner Friday 24 – Lunch Sunday 26 April
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020

The occasion of Shakespeare's 456th
birthday is being celebrated this year at
Dillington House with a wicked look at
Shakespeare's B*tches and B*stards - a
weekend spent taking an enthralling view
of the Bard's nastiest shrews and ugliest
villains including the demagogue Iago, the
shrew Kate and her awful husband
Petruccio, the monster Caliban, the witch
Lady Macbeth and her murderous mate
Macbeth and the greedy Shylock. These
characters reveal the Elizabethan's fears and
desires and we will plunge into their world
for the weekend, learn more about the time
and the language and demystify the Bard
and bring him to life for his birthday
(metaphorically speaking!)
Tutor: Nims Gribler

The Ideal Sketchbook

Dinner Friday 24 – Lunch Sunday 26 April
Fees (£): s 435 l 378 H 378 u 266
includes materials
This course is ideal for those who love to make
their own books.This workshop offers basic
skills in bookbinding which can be repeated at
home with no specialised equipment.

Strong, elegant and pleasing to use, this
was the 'daybook' of choice for all the great
romantic English poets and artists. This
structure is modelled on the nineteenth
century artists' sketchbooks and journals,
similar to the ones used by Wordsworth
and Ruskin as they wandered across the
Lake District to draw and write. It is an
honest structure made simply and from
high quality materials, opens beautifully and
is very durable. It can be made at home
with no equipment, just a few simple tools,
and since it is not 'cased-in' requires very
little pressing. Tutor: Dominic Riley

Five more Great Cities

Dinner Friday 24 – Lunch Sunday 26 April
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
This course is ideal for those with an interest in
architecture, history, art history.
After Philip Wilkinson’s successful cities
course in 2018, he explores five more great
cities focusing on the periods when they
were in their heyday: Athens in the 5th
century BC when the Greeks defined the
city; Rome in the time of the Colosseum
and Forum;Venice when Doges ruled the
city and Venetian ships ruled the waves;
Barcelona at the time of Gaudi’s visionary
architecture; and Vienna in the age of
Gustav Klimt and Gustav Mahler.
Tutor: Philip Wilkinson

Introduction to Quilling the Art of Paper Filigree

The Presentation Album

Dinner Sunday 26 – Lunch Tuesday 28 April
Fees (£): s 435 l 378 H 378 u 266
includes materials

This course is ideal for those who love to make
their own books.This workshop offers basic
skills in bookbinding which can be repeated
at home with no specialised equipment.

The Presentation Album was developed as
an answer to a question: how to create a
simple but handsome album that would
house photos in an elegant embossed
page without swelling the book. Over the
course of two days you will create a very
handsome, quality presentation album. Each
page will have an impressed panel to house
the photographs, made using an ingenious
technique which is far simpler than you
might imagine! Tutor: Dominic Riley

BOOK CLUB
with Elizabeth Rapp

Tuesday 28 April
Fee: £25 (includes coffee and three course lunch)
For this month’s Book Club, we will be
discussing Enduring Love by Ian McEwan
(published by Vintage.)

Leatherwork – Make a
Dog Collar and Lead

Monday 27 April
Fee: £46 including materials
Session 1 Start the morning with coffee
and end with lunch
Session 2 Start the afternoon with lunch
and end with tea
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course is ideal for those with an enjoyment
of Leatherwork, crafting and of course dog
lovers!

Learn how to make a dog collar and lead
using beautiful Italian vegetable tanned
leather. After an introduction to leather
and its many types and uses, you will begin
by choosing from either classic black or a
contemporary natural shade of Leather to
work with.You will then be able to choose
from a range of collar size patterns, cutting
out the leather, attaching the fittings and
constructing your final piece. There will also
be an opportunity to personalise your work
with your (or someone else’s) dog’s name.
No previous experience is necessary, and
all tools / materials will be provided.
Tutor Christina Charles

Quilling is a centuries-old art which
requires three basic elements - your fingers,
paper and glue. After a brief introduction
to the history of quilling, students will learn
how to create spiral coils and looped
formations from narrow strips of paper,
manipulating these into different shapes
and then grouping them together to form
designs. By the end of the day, you will each
have made at least one quilled greetings
card or small picture to take away with
you.Tutor: Philippa Reid

Colour, Clarity & Composition

Dinner Tuesday 28 – Lunch
Thursday 30 April
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
This course is designed for watercolour
painters with some experience, although
all are welcome. Understanding colour
relationships is the key to successful
painting, so we will explore in greater depth
the way pure pigments interact with each
other to give clarity and transparency to a
painting. Luminous greys, glowing darks and
clear greens will all be part of the process.
Composition involves selecting, simplifying
and giving structure to communicate
thoughts, feelings and atmosphere. Through
colour and composition, a new vibrancy can
be given to your painting. This is a course
involving your mind and your heart as well
as your paints and brushes.
Tutor: Angela Burton
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Tuesday 28 April
Fee: £61 includes materials
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
The course will appeal to those interested in
paper crafts and mixed media artists wishing
to explore new techniques.

APR

Thursday 30 April
Fee: £56
Life today can be pretty full-on with many
of us finding it a challenge to balance our
responsibilities and demands with our own
health and wellbeing. This one day
workshop is an opportunity to learn
practical tools and techniques that you can
implement within your daily life to help
strike the balance between being effective
and looking after yourself. We will take a
deeper dive into four key areas that can
support you – Mindfullness, stress
management, energy management and
sleep. Perfect for those wishing to take
their first positive and proactive steps to
a healthier lifestyle or those wishing to
deepen their understanding.
Tutor: Bev Alderson
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Enhancing Wellbeing Day Retreat

Nalbinding

Monday 4 May
Fee: £64 includes materials
This course will appeal to those with an
interest in ancient textiles, Scandiavian crafts,
knitting, crochet, spinning, working with wool.

Nalbinding is a technique using individual
lengths of wool and a flat wood or bone
needle to create a knitted like garment.
Whilst the process is not like knitting or
crochet the end product looks very much
the same. Nalbinding precedes knitting by
centuries and many examples of items such
as mittens and socks exist today in
museum, some of which are items of
Roman outerwear. The Vikings were known
to use this technique and examples of bone
needles have been found in burial sites. In
Scandinavia and other parts of the world
Nalbinding is very much alive and
experiencing a new surge of interest.
Whilst it may take a little time and patience
to become familiar with the process, it will
be a very satisfying and addictive once
mastered. Tutor: Susan Coates
40

In 2009 thirty-six cider apple trees were planted to create the
Dillington House orchard, each tree purchased with donations
from sponsors. The orchard is planted with three local varieties
native to Somerset. Tom Putt, a dual-purpose apple, thought to be
raised by the Rector of Trent between Yeovil & Sherborne in the
late 1770s. The bitter sharp taste of Kingston Black, which is
believed to have hailed from Kingston St Mary near Taunton and
finally Dabinett, a bittersweet flavour from Mid Lambrook. The
orchard is also planted with crab apples and the bees in the hives
assist in the cross pollination. Every Autumn the cider apples are
handpicked and then transported to Burrow Hill Cider for pressing
and fermenting, producing a medium dry cider.

Ancient Egypt

Sugar Craft modelling
and cupcakes

This course will appeal to those with an
interest in crafts, cake decorating and modelling
techniques.

During the course of the day you will learn
how to create sugarcraft models following
the techniques in Ann’s books.You will
mould roses and layered flowers as well as
being guided in piping leaves and grass.
Students will then use some of the models
and flowers created to complete six large
cupcakes to take home. A fun-filled day
learning or developing your cake decorating
skills. Tutor: Ann Pickard
Sunday Carvery

see page 7

A Little History of Paris
Through Art & Architecture

Tuesday 5 May
Fee: £56
This study day will begin with a historical
survey of Paris from its ancient origins as
the settlement of the Parisii tribe to the
present day. We will then look in detail at
aspects of the city - its architecture, people
and events down the centuries-through the
lens of paintings made by a diverse group of
painters. These will include topographical
works by lesser-known artists such as Jean
Baptiste Raguenet, as well as paintings by
Camille Pissarro and Auguste Renoir.
Tutor: Angie Smith

No Brush Necessary

Tuesday 5 May
Fee: £56
“What’s drawing and painting? I’d use a
hammer and chisel if I had to.”
Oskar Kokoschka (1886-1980)
Conventional watercolour wisdom has it
that the best way to get paint onto paper is
with a brush. As a consequence,
watercolour artists have been floundering
over their flat washes, struggling with
unwanted streaks and despairing over their
dull colours for centuries. In this one-day
course, we look at an alternative approach
to landscape painting that will not only
loosen us up, but also give our paintings the
atmosphere and authority we’ve always
wanted. All-comers welcome.
Tutor: David Chandler

The Garden in Ancient Egypt

Wednesday 6 May
Fee: £56
A leafy garden with a pool, fruit trees and
flowers epitomised the ancient Egyptian
idea of bliss. In this course we will explore
relevant archaeology, ancient art, and texts
to find out all we can about the gardens
associated with some of the temples and
grander houses of ancient Egypt, as well as
beliefs about the gardens of the Afterlife.
All-comers welcome. Tutor: Lucia Gahlin

Bookbinding – Miniatures 1

Wednesday 6 May
Fee: £56
A small - but perfectly formed - leatherbound book. Over the course of the day we
will fold and sew sections, add endpapers,
round the spine and colour the top edge of
a very tiny book, before making a case and
covering it with leather. If there’s time you
might like to tool your initials on the front!
During our work we’ll look at tools and
techniques for working on a miniature
scale. There will be a charge of £5-6 payable
to the tutor on the day for materials. Some
tools will be available to purchase during
the workshops. Tutor: Nesta Davies
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Tuesday 5 May
Fee: £71 includes all materials (icing
tools, instruction booklet, cupcakes,
boxes and boards), you also get to take
home your creations.

CHAMBER
MUSIC WEEKEND
Bookbinding – Miniatures 2

MAY

Thursday 7 May
Fee: £56
Flex your fingertips and spend the day
investigating some classic and
contemporary book structures scaled
down to make miniature artists’ books.
We’ll play with folds, movement, texture,
colour and covers to create unique works.
Bring content or ideas you’d like to work
on, or develop your piece from scratch on
the day. There will be a charge of £5-6
payable to the tutor on the day for
materials. Some tools will be available to
purchase during the workshops.
Tutor: Nesta Davies

“Flora gave me fairest flowers”
- Seeing, understanding and
enjoying flowers and plants in art

Thursday 7 May
Fee: £33
Morning session with three-course lunch.
Traversing more than two millennia our
study will encompass a wide selection of
media including garden design, fresco,
mosaic, wood and stone carving, manuscript
illumination, tapestry, embroidery, painting,
sculpture and photography. Our
interdisciplinary and truly international
approach will allow connections to be made
between the visual arts, literature, music
and history in order to provide a more
rounded and enriching experience. The fully
illustrated slide presentation will be
accompanied by musical extracts
appropriate to the periods in question as
well as quotations from literature, drama
and poetry. Key to this session will be an
awareness of the historical context within
which the art was created so that we can
better understand how it may have been
understood in its own time as well as our
own. Includes comprehensive handouts.
Tutor: Joanna Cobb
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P

with the Piatti String Quartet, Ella
Rundle (cello) and Terry Barfoot

Dinner Friday 8 – Lunch Sunday 10 May
Fees (£): s 499 l 443 H 443 u 335
This weekend is one of the cultural
highlights of the year, with live
performances by internationally renowned
musicians. We will hear four concerts by
the Piatti Quartet who will join with the
cellist Ella Rundle for what promises to be a
memorable occasion, a performance of
Schubert's wonderful Quintet in C major.
Over the weekend our featured composer
will be Beethoven, in recognition of his
250th anniversary. The other composers
will include Haydn, Purcell, Janáček and
Borodin. Musicologist Terry Barfoot will
provide the context for the performances
with a series of illustrated lectures, and
there will be full programme notes.

Piatti Quartet

Concert with the Piatti String
Quartet and Ella Rundle (cello)

Sunday 10 May 2.30pm
Tickets £20 (under 18s £10)
Includes full programme notes and
tea or coffee during the interval
Pre-booked carvery lunch available
at £18

Following their wonderful contribution to
the Chamber Music weekend last year, with
a stirring performance of Walton’s Second
String Quartet, and their appearance with
the German Vogler Quartet in
Mendelssohn’s Octet, the Piatti Quartet will
be in residence at the Dillington Chamber
Music weekend.

To celebrate his 250th anniversary,
Beethoven will be the featured composer.
This concert features one of the Opus 18
Beethoven String Quartets, and the
programme concludes with one of the most
dramatic and moving works of chamber

Terry Barfoot
Ella Rundle

Ella Rundle

music, the String Quintet that Schubert
composed during the final year of his
tragically short life.

This event has been made possible by
generous sponsorship from a group of
Dillington Friends.

West Country
Migration in the 1800s

Tuesday 12 May
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course will appeal to those with an
interest in French political history, eighteenth
century history, cultural history, women’s history
or have a general curiosity! No prior knowledge
necessary.

Liberté! Egalité! Fraternité!
The famous, glorious mantra! But what
effect did the political turmoil have on
everyday life?
It made it exciting, but unsettling: craftsmen
had to retool; inns serve different measures;
customers pay with a new currency; women
dress in approved ways. There were no
longer 24 hours in a day. Even their Church
went. There was no Christmas nor Easter,
no Baptism, no Holy Matrimony, no Final
Unction. Food was short and violence
commonplace. Life was hellish – and
women demanded influence.

This Course will explore all these aspects
and set them in context.
Tutor: Sheila Seymour

Macramé Hanger

Tuesday 19 May
Fee: £46 includes materials
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
Session 1: start the morning with coffee
and end with lunch
Session 2: start the afternoon with lunch
and end with tea

This course will appeal to those wishing to
learn a new craft technique, interior design,
gift-making.

In each session students will be taught
various knotting and hitching techniques
that will enable them to create their own
macramé plant hanger to display a beautiful
plant, which will be provided. The students
will then be able to utilise these skills and
techniques to create other beautiful
macramé pieces. Macramé, which is thought
to date back to 1600 BC, is the technique
of knotting and hitching string. Macramé has
been used for functional purposes, such as
covering knives, and for decoration.
Tutor: Sophie Hatcher

Wildlife & Natural
History Painting in Gouache

Tea Tuesday 19 – Lunch Thursday 21 May
Fees (£): s 410 l 353 H 353 u 241
This course is designed for beginners and
upwards and will teach you how to make a
true representation of a wildlife subject
using illustrative painting techniques whilst
not requiring any high level of drawing skill.
From source material provided, or from
your own pictures, we will use the medium
of gouache – an opaque watercolour that is
ideal for this subject – to create wonderful
life-like pictures. Demonstrations and
individual help will be the foundation of this
course which is open to all levels but will
focus on the painting techniques and
rendering detail with a watercolour brush
rather than drawing. Please note that the
work will require a precise rather than a
loose style of painting.
Tutor: Simon Williams
Conferences

see page 12
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The French Revolution: tous ça
change (everything changes)

Tuesday 12 May
Fee: £56
The 1800s saw a massive exodus of people
from the West Country going to the USA,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand for a
better life. Who were those people who
left these shores for a new life? Were they
younger sons of yeoman farmers, the poor
and destitute fleeing the Work House or
did religion play a part? These and other
reasons will be discussed and examples of
who these people were and where to find
the information about them are shown in
a variety of case studies from the region.
Ideal for anyone who is interested in local
and migration history.
Tutor: Jane Ferentzi-Sheppard

Europe – The Age of Discovery

Tuesday 26 May
Fee: £56
With the eastern Mediterranean effectively
a Turkish lake, the Portuguese, denied
access to these markets and beyond, began
a series of voyages to discover a new route
to the Indies around Africa, An accidental
consequence of this process was the
discovery of the New World and the
advanced civilisations of Central and South
America ripe for plunder. More profoundly,
the twin impellents of maritime commerce
and scientific discovery brought about a
radical questioning of the founding
assumptions of Christendom.
Tutor: Mike Shaw

MAY

Frank Lloyd Wright

Dinner Tuesday 19 – Lunch
Thursday 21 May
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
Never far from controversy and a pithy
one-liner, Frank Lloyd Wright is now rightly
recognised as one of the giants of not just
American but world architecture. The
course will outline his architectural
development and the professional and
personal controversies that would cloud his
career. Besides his building and flamboyant
lifestyle, his impact upon generations of
young architects and apprentices will also
be examined and discussed. Mike Hope has
travelled extensively around America
visiting, lecturing about and running tours
to many of his key works such as Falling
Water, the Guggenheim Museum, Taliesin,
Taliesin West, the Unity Temple,
Wingspread, and homes in Illinois,
Wisconsin, Arizona and California.
Tutor: Mike Hope
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Recorder Consort Course

Dinner Tuesday 26 – Lunch
Thursday 28 May
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
This is an ensemble course for upper
intermediate level recorder players.
We shall play as a conducted ensemble,
exploring music in many different styles
and from all periods of music from the
sixteenth to the twenty-first century.
The music to be studied will utilise all sizes
of recorder, from descant to contrabass.
Students are required to have the ability
to play in F and C fingerings. The repertoire
will include music by John Dowland, Johann
Sebastian Bach and Steve Marshall. All music
will be provided. Tutor: Helen Hooker

You The Jury –
Casebook Number 5

Wednesday 27 May
Fee: £56
Over the course of the day we will be
considering two different real-life cases of
murder which occurred in England between
1900-1975. Participants will be expected to
listen to the evidence, making notes as they
go, then discuss the case and attempt to
reach a verdict based on what they have
heard. No advance reading or knowledge
of the English judicial system is needed.
The cases chosen for your consideration
will not be revealed in advance and, just as
in the real Jury Room, everyone will be
requested to switch off all electronic
devices and put aside any pre-conceived
ideas they may have, if they do happen to
have heard or read anything about either
of these cases previously. The cases have
been selected with an eye to the insight
they can give us on various aspects of our
judicial system and social history and, at the
end of the day, the verdicts reached by the
original juries will of course be revealed.
No advance preparation is required, but
students will find a pen, a notebook and an
open mind invaluable. Although these are all
real cases, no distressing crime scene
photographs will be used. Please note these
are the same cases that were studied in
February and March 2020.
Tutor: Diane Janes

...THE NEXT CHAPTER

The Ilminster Literary Festival, now
in its fifth year, was set up to offer
people of all ages in Ilminster and
the surrounding areas an exciting
and enjoyable opportunity to meet
and listen to authors and other
literary personalities, at affordable
prices.

Thursday 28 May Morning
Poetry Café

Thursday 28 May Afternoon
Tessa Boase – Mrs Pankhurst and Purple
Feathers – The Origins of RSPB

Monday 1 June Evening
Tim Mirfin – The Opera Singer
Phenomenon
For tickets please contact
https://ilminsterliteraryfestival.org.
Booking opens in early April.

Bags of Fun

Friday 29 May
Fee: £56
Making bags is a great way of using up small
amounts of fabric left over from larger
projects, perhaps to match or co-ordinate
with an outfit. Students can use their
creativity to make really useful handbags
and tote bags, bags for life, to give as a gift,
or to keep for themselves. A fun course
making a simple style of both designs.
This course is suitable for students with a
reasonable amount of sewing knowledge.
You will need to bring your own sewing
machine with you. Tutor: Jenny Harrison

Friday 29 May, Friday 5 June &
Friday 12 June
Fee: £175 includes materials
This series of workshops, which runs over
three consecutive Mondays, is designed for
students who have had an initial
introduction to watercolour and who want
to take the next step. Its aim is to build the
confidence of the emerging artist in painting
landscapes, flowers or still-life, looking
particularly at painting skies, water and
managing backgrounds. With a greater
understanding of how watercolours work,
students will be encouraged to experiment
with different watercolour mediums and
one-to-one help will be a priority.
Tutor: Angela Burton

DAY COURSES

Registration for most courses takes
place from 9.00am and the first session
usually begins at 9.45am. Courses
normally end at 4.00pm with tea and
cake. The fee covers not only tuition,
but also a three-course lunch,
refreshments and any field trip and
entrance fees (if applicable), unless
stated otherwise.

Please note that for out-and-abouttype courses a packed lunch will
normally be provided.

Silk Painting Big and Bold

Tea Sunday 31 May – Lunch Thursday 4 June
Fees (£): s 790 l 676 H 676 u 452
Silk Painting Big and Bold is suitable for
both experienced painters and those new
to the medium. The course will start with
an exploration of the basic techniques of
silk painting and is followed by a longer
period when course members will be
helped and encouraged to develop
individual projects. Participants usually
find silk painting both rewarding and
relaxing. All materials are provided and
charged according to how much silk is
used, although people are welcome to
bring their own materials if they prefer.
Tutor: John Farmelo
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“Terrific tutor,
enthusiastic,
knowledgeable
& effective”
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MAY

Dillington House is proud to be hosting
events throughout the Festival:

Painting for Beginners –
One Step Further

Do you want to
become a Teacher?

It takes a special kind of person to teach children. If you
think you have what it takes, we want to hear from you!
Somerset SCITT
Somerset SCITT is an outstanding provider offering
the following routes across the South West:
• PGCE Primary (5-11 years)
• PGCE Primary with Early Years (3-7 years)
• School Direct – Salaried
• School Direct – Non-salaried
• Post Graduate Teaching Apprenticeships.

School Direct
The school direct training programme
is for more experienced graduates who
want to train as part of the school
team; you will undertake the Autumn
and Summer Term placements in the
school, that has agreed to support you
via this route and during the Spring
Term in a contrasting school and year
group to develop your skills and meet
the teaching standards. You also have
the opportunity to gain your PGCE.

PGCE
The PGCE is a one-year postgraduate course (validated by the
University of Worcester) and will prepare you for teaching. The
programme runs in line with the school terms in Somerset, with
65% placement experience and 35% taught sessions. You will
create a portfolio of evidence and have three placements during
the training year, which we organise to ensure your experience
has the breadth you need to develop the skills to meet the
teaching standard.

Apprenticeships:
The apprenticeships are an earn while you
learn route; and will take you four terms to
complete. You will have a combination of
classroom teaching and off the job training.
20% of your training will be taught sessions
with SCIL. To successfully complete your
apprenticeship, you must pass an End Point
Assessment to ensure you can demonstrate
the teaching standards to meet all the criteria.
You also have the opportunity to gain a PGCE.
Course fees:
The standard tuition fee for this full-time
Foundation Degree is £9,250.00, for 2020/21.
You may be able to apply for a student loan for the
full cost of the course as well as a maintenance
loan, which you are not required to start repaying
until you earn over £25,000.00
For more information:
Contact SCIL on 0300 123 1967
or SCIL@somerset.gov.uk
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SUMMER courses
Summer Courses

BOOK CLUB
with Elizabeth Rapp

Tuesday 2 June
Fee: £25 (includes coffee and threecourse lunch)
For this month’s Book Club, we will be
discussing Lark Rise to Candleford
(published by Penguin Modern Classics.)

The Monmouth Rebellion

JUNE

Wednesday 3 June
Fee: £77 including transport
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course will appeal to those interested in
History, Military History and Local History of
SW England. The day encompasses two
parts. The first being lecture-based and
examining the social and religious pressures
present in late-17th Century England,
together with an examination of the
military technology of the period and
contrasting the equipment, training and
organisation of the opposing forces.
The second part of the day involves a tour
of the Sedgemoor battlefield including the
site of the Royal camp, the route of
Monmouth’s advance from Bridgwater
and the battle itself. Tutor: Chris Copson

Two More Great Singers – Fritz
Wunderlich and Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf

Wednesday 3 June Fee: £56
The third in a series of day schools in which
we explore the careers of great singers, on
this occasion two contemporaries
possessing superb and characterful
voices, performing in a very wide range
of repertoire - opera, operetta, lieder
and oratorio. Schwarzkopf was supreme
in Mozart, Strauss and the lighter German
repertoire whilst Wunderlich was also
equally at home in the Italian repertoire,
before tragically dying at the height of his
powers.Tutor: Andrew Borkowski
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Hand Embroidery and Appliqué

Dinner Wednesday 3 – Lunch Friday 5 June
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
These two techniques of embroidery and
appliqué combined produce highly
decorative results. Using patterned cotton
fabric and felt, applying it to a background
and then embellishing with hand stitching
and beads etc., using interesting embroidery
stitches. Could be made up into practical
projects or framed as a picture. Suitable for
all abilities. Tutor: Annette Bolton

The Beauties of Brick The story of brick buildings
in Britain

Thursday 4 June
Fee: £61
This course will appeal to those interested in
Architecture, Heritage, History and British
travel.
An introduction to the uses of brick and
tile in Britain’s architecture. The course
traces the beginnings of brickwork in the
Roman period, its reintroduction, mostly
in eastern England, in the Middle Ages and
how brick became high fashion in the
Georgian and Victorian periods – when
colourful decorative tiles also became
popular. From cottages to factories and
even palaces, the beauties of brick have
transformed Britain. All-comers welcome.
Tutor: Philip Wilkinson

The Splendour of Stone How stone has been used
in British architecture

Friday 5 June
Fee: £61
This course will appeal to those interested in
Architecture, Heritage, History and British
travel.
An introduction to the variety of ways in
which stone has been used in Britain’s
buildings. The course examines stone
buildings from great cathedrals and country
houses to smaller buildings in town and
country and shows how local stones –
such as Herefordshire’s red sandstone, the
Cotswolds’ golden limestone or shiny East
Anglian flint – have shaped the character of
the different parts of the country.
All-comers welcome.
Tutor: Philip Wilkinson

Indian Block Printing

Monday 8 June
Fee: £66 including materials
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course will interest those who have an
interest in textiles or have collected some
woodblocks they would like to know how to use
effectively. Indian Block Printing is suitable for
all abilities and beginners are welcome.
Learn about the traditional skill of Indian
Block Printing with images of block printing
around Jaipur, handling hand printed fabrics
and hand carved blocks.You will print tissue
paper, card and coloured papers in the
morning using the collection of 50 Indian
wood blocks, experimenting with colour,
design placement and repeats. After lunch,
you will have the opportunity to choose a
bag, tea towel or napkin to print using your
favourite block. Suitable for beginners.
Tutor: Clare Walsh

Introduction to
Mindfulness and Meditation

Wednesday 10 June
Fee: £56
A one-day course designed for beginners
and for those wanting to refresh existing
knowledge. We will look at the core ideas
underpinning Mindfulness, including short
periods of meditation practice in its various
forms. This course provides the perfect
introduction for those curious about the
growing swell of enthusiastic support for
the benefits of Mindfulness in dealing with
the challenges of modern living.
Tutor: Bev Alderson

You the Jury – Casebook 6
Wednesday 10 June
Fee: £56

Over the course of the day we will be
considering two different real-life cases of
murder which occurred in England between
1900-1975. Participants will be expected to
listen to the evidence, making notes as they
go, then discuss the case and attempt to

reach a verdict based on what they have
heard. No advance reading or knowledge of
the English judicial system is needed. The
cases chosen for your consideration will
not be revealed in advance and just as in
the real Jury Room, everyone will be
requested to switch off all electronic
devices and put aside any pre-conceived
ideas they may have, if they do happen to
have heard or read anything about either of
these cases previously. The cases have been
selected with an eye to the insight they can
give us on various aspects of our judicial
system and social history and, at the end of
the day, the verdicts reached by the original
juries will of course be revealed. No
advance preparation is required but
students will find a pen, a notebook and an
open mind invaluable. Although these are all
real cases, no distressing crime scene
photographs will be used.

American Joy – The Ballets of
Paul Taylor and Mark Morris

Wednesday 10 June
Fee: £60
The word ‘joyous’ is not one that springs to
mind when looking at some comtemporary
dance, yet this word and many other similar
adjectives – ‘sunny’, ‘lyrical’, ‘humourous’ –
can all be used to describe the works of
these two master dance makers: Americans
Paul Taylor and Mark Morris. The two
choreographers share a common thread in
how they have absorbed in their art
influences from many different styles of
dance: contemporary, ballet, flamenco and
folk. Both are inspired by wonderful music –
from Baroque to Bach, Beethoven, Brahms
and the Beatles. Paul Taylor (1930-2018)
studied with many of the greats of 20th
century dance: Martha Graham, Doris
Humphrey, José Limón, Merce Cunningham,
Anthony Tudor and George Balanchine.
Mark Morris (1956-) danced with several
companies – many founded by ex-Taylor
dancers – before setting up his own. This
presentation will showcase their work and
feature particularly Taylor’s Brandenburgs
(to music from Bach’s Brandenburg
concertos 3 and 6) and Morris’ L’Allegro, il
Penseroso ed il Moderator by George
Frederick Handel. Tutor: Bridgett Vane

Thursday 11 June
Fee: £60
What do On the Town, Oklahoma!, Carousel,
Guys and Dolls,The Music Man,West Side
Story, Oliver! and so many more have in
common? These were choreographed by
classically-trained dancers. There is no
doubt that America led the way in
developing the musical; however in the early
days banal dance numbers were often
inserted just to give the singers a rest, with
no thought as to how to use the dancers
creatively. This all changed when classicallytrained choreographers created numbers
that progressed the story and fleshed out
the characters. Step up George Balanchine,
Agnes de Mille, Eugene Loring, Michael
Kidd, Jerome Robbins and Onna White.
We will look at the legacy of their work,
set against their fascinating life stories, with
excerpts from the films that look as fresh
and exciting as when they were first
choreographed. Tutor: Bridgett Vane

Tutankhamun: The Pharaoh
behind the Tomb

Monday 15 - Tuesday 16 June
Fees (£): s 281 l 253 H 253 u 197
This course will appeal to those with an
interest in Archaeology, Ancient History, History
and Art History.

The discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb and
the iconic treasures within may be worldfamous, but how much do you know about
the man behind the tomb? This course will
explore the life of the prince, then pharaoh,
Tutankhamun; his statuary, reliefs, building
work and other achievements of his short
life. It will be impossible to ignore his death,
tomb and funerary equipment, but the focus
of this course will be on a historical figure
rather than the discovery of a famous
tomb. Tutor: Lucia Gahlin

Bookbinding

Lunch Monday 15 – Lunch Friday 19 June
Fees (£): s 791 l 675 H 675 u 453
Angela’s bookbinding courses are aimed at
students of intermediate level, particularly
those who have taken a beginners’ course
and would like to expand their knowledge.
Students should bring a selection of binding
projects they would like to work on – if
they are following the special topic they will
need some other books to work on as well
– and they will be given help and advice to
enable them to progress.
The optional special subject for this course
is half and full leather bindings. Books
covered with leather have a more complex
structure than the basic case-binding.
Students who wish to follow this subject
should bring a book ready to sew, with
pulled and guarded sections, or they can
make up a blank book. We will stitch them
on cords or tapes, construct ‘made’
endpapers, lace on boards and sew or glue
on a headband they will then cut and pare
leather, either a piece to cover the whole
book or a spine and corners, and learn how
to apply it.
Beginners are welcome to come if they
wish to follow a longer course than the
introductory weekend course in January
with Sarah Jarrett-Kerr, or are unable to
attend this. However, they will not be able
to start on leather straight away.
Please note that there is a charge of £10 to
cover basic materials used during the
course. Tutor: Angela Sutton
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JUNE

This is a new Casebook and has not
previously been studied at Dillington
House. Tutor Diane Janes

How Ballet Shaped the
American Stage and Film Musical

Have Your

Shakepeare’s Comedy
of Errors – including a trip
to RSC Stratford-Upon-Avon

JUNE

Lunch Wednesday 17 –
Lunch Friday 19 June
Fees (£): s 497 l 440 H 440 u 328
include transport and ticket to
performance at the Royal Shakespeare
Company, Stratford-Upon-Avon

Say

If you have ideas for courses or events
you would like to see in our programme,
or you are a tutor keen to run a course at
Dillington then we want to hear from you.
Send an email with your suggestions to
dillingtonbookings@somerset.gov.uk

This course will appeal to those with a love
of Literature, Shakespeare, comedy, theatre.

The course will explore Shakespeare’s
highly entertaining The Comedy of Errors.
We will discuss the language, themes and
dramatic possibilities of the play, and then
follow it up with viewing of a production of
the play at the RSC. More broadly, we will
also consider the structure, characterisation
and themes of Shakespearean comedy
comparing, in particular, The Comedy of
Errors with Twelfth Night. The course is open
to all and students would be expected to
have ideally read The Comedy of Errors and,
if possible, Twelfth Night before the course
starts. Tutor: Dr Anna Clarke

❝

I can’t wait
to come back

Bettany Hughes
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DAY COURSES

Registration for most courses takes
place from 9.00am and the first session
usually begins at 9.45am. Courses
normally end at 4.00pm with tea and
cake. The fee covers not only tuition,
but also a three-course lunch,
refreshments and any field trip and
entrance fees (if applicable), unless
stated otherwise.
Please note that for out-and-abouttype courses a packed lunch will
normally be provided.

Watercolour Summer Workshop

Tea Sunday 21 – Lunch Wednesday 24 June
Fees (£): s 592 l 507 H 507 u 339
Immerse yourself in the colour and variety
of summer blooms and explore some
exciting ways of working wet into wet with
the addition of other water-soluble media
into your watercolours. Shari will bring a
range of water-soluble pencils, crayons,
inktense, brusho pigments and acrylic inks
which you are welcome to try.
Tutor: Shari Hills

Bobbin Lace

Tea Sunday 21 – Breakfast Saturday 27 June
Fees (£): s 915 l 904 H 904 u 615
This is a practical course for all abilities
of lacemakers, from those who have a
knowledge of only the basic stitches to
those who wish to study advanced
techniques in the British and European
laces. Many of the continental laces are
taught with the aid of a colour-coded
diagram to help students continue their
work at home. Time will be given to
relating threads to patterns and finishing
and mounting lace. Tutor: Patricia Bury

Introduction to Printed Textiles

Elizabeth Gaskell –
Selected Works

Dinner Tuesday 23 –
Lunch Thursday 25 June
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226

This course will appeal to people familiar with
the works of this writer and those who are new
to her writing.

Sunday 5 and Monday 6 July
Fee: £117
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course will appeal to those with a love of
fabric, recycling, patchwork and experimenting
with fabric.

This course is exciting and fun with
students being encouraged to break the
usual rules of patchwork and get back to
basics. During the course you will make a
small panel that will be developed into a
glasses/phone case, mastering improvised
piercing and embellishing with beads,
buttons, embroidery etc. As the course
progresses you will make a larger panel that
can be made into a cushion or bag, or could
be the start of something larger for you to
continue.

Students need to bring: a sewing machine
and a basic sewing kit including quilting rule,
rotary cutter, fabric scissors, A2 cutting
mat, a selection of fabrics you wish to use.
Christine will bring along extra fabrics,
buttons, beads, threads, ribbons and beading
which students can purchase on the day.
Accommodation can be booked, subject
to availability Tutor: Christine Green

A day of exploration with colour, design and
textiles. Three different methods of fabric
design will be introduced using a variety of
fabrics. In the morning we will use Indian
woodblocks to create printed designs,
experimenting with colour mixing pattern
placement and repeat patterns as well as
screen printing using prepared thermofax
screens.You will print onto cotton fabric
pieces and then choose a bag, teatowel or
napkins to print your own design.
In the afternoon there will be a
demonstration of printing designs using a
heat press.You will use dye sublimation
papers and natural leaves to create vibrant
designs on polyester fabric that can be used
as framed art or as unique lining fabric.
Tutor: Clare Walsh
Lectures

see page 6
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JULY

Elizabeth Gaskell is best known as the
author of a number of novels including
Cranford and North and South. She is also
known as friend of Charlotte Bronte and
she wrote the first biography of Charlotte.
This course will explore a number of novels
written by this author who used her fiction
to respond to the increasing
industrialisation of the time. Her fiction
explores issues of class, position of women,
town vs country and provides readers with
gripping story lines and compelling
characterisation. The novels we will discuss
will be Mary Barton, Ruth and North and
South. Students would find it helpful to have
a copy of these texts with them for the
duration of the course.
Tutor: Dr Greta Depledge

Improvised Patchwork

Monday 6 July
Fee: £68 includes all materials.
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020
This course will appeal to those who enjoy
making cushions, bags and products and would
like to learn how to print their own fabric to
make their products unique.

Modular Knitting

Stained Glass

Tuesday 7 and Wednesday 8 July
Fee: £142 includes material costs
This course will appeal to those with an
interest in painting, art history, building
restoration and craftwork.

JULY

Build you own stained glass panel using
traditional methods of combining coloured
glass with lead. Working with coloured,
clear and textured glass, you will learn how
to handle and cut glass safely and to ‘lead
up’ a panel. Glass, tools and equipment will
be provided.
No experience is needed. This is an
informal workshop for a small number
of participants, with demonstration and
practical help throughout. Also suitable
for those with some experience as an
opportunity to improve their skills.
Accommodation can be booked, subject
to availability. Tutor: Jackie Hunt

“Absolutely
incredible
course”
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Thursday 9 July
Fee: £64 includes materials
This course is suitable for anyone who can knit
and purl with confidence.

Master the fascinating technique of modular
knitting. Working with limited stitches and
simple shaping you can create intricate
pieces of work. It is a relatively simple
method of the craft and is highly addictive!
You will begin the day with simple squares
where you will be shown all the tricks and
tips to keep you work neat and even – and
ready to move on the next module. Once
you are confident with the basic square you
can move on to more detailed work. Tracy
will bring lots of inspiration for you to
experiment with and create your very own
unique samples. Tutor: Tracy Chapman

GROUP BOOKINGS

With up to 40 bedrooms available,
we welcome groups looking to stay
somewhere special.
For further details contact the
Conference Team at
conferences@somerset.gov.uk

Vintage Felt Bear

Friday 10 July
Fee: £71 includes materials
This course will appeal to those who enjoy
crafts such as quilting, knitting, spinning,
crochet, beading, sewing, needle felting,
sculpture and those who own their own sheep
and would like to use the wool!

Fibre artist Carla Taylor of The Mousehole
Woolery will guide you step by step
through the basic techniques of needle
felting, as well as sharing lots of tips and
tricks that she has learnt along the way.
Carla will also share her love and passion
for local Dorset and British wool. By the
end of the workshop you will have created
your own Vintage Bear out of beautiful
wool ready to take home, or if you can part
with it, to give to someone as a special gift.
This workshop is suitable for beginners or
those with some experience of needle
felting. The price of the workshop includes
all materials and a needle felting kit that you
get to take home and carry on creating
with. If you would like to finish your
vintage bear off in style by mounting it on a
vintage cotton reel, please feel free to bring
one along with you, or there will be some
available to purchase, as well as accessories
on the day. Tutor: Carla Taylor

Botanical Illustration

Letter Carving in
Wood for Beginners
Frances Power Cobbe Feminist, Journalist, Activist

Chinese Brush Painting – Flower
and Bird, insects in freehand style

Thursday 16 and Friday 17 July
Fee: £112
This practical course will focus on painting
flower and birds as well as some insects in
freehand style. It will start from wisteria
with bird, then bamboo, followed by peony
with butterfly. For each subject the tutor
will demonstrate details step-by-step and
walk around giving individual help to make
sure students make steady progress. At the
end of the course students’ work will be
displayed for the tutor to make comment
and summary. Tutor: Kaili Fu

This course will appeal to those with an
interest in woodwork, calligraphy, carving, sign
making and learning traditional skills from a
professional.
A two-day course introducing you to the
art of letter carving in wood. Led by
Stephen Stokes of Bodden Cross Studio, a
letter carving professional for the last seven
years, you will learn about the tools and
techniques involved in letter carving. The
course will begin with you carving your
year of birth, or another date important to
you, in Roman numerals.You will then go on
to explore the wonders of your 26 new
friends, the letters of the alphabet.
By the end of the course you will have
begun your own project, carving an A4sized sign in a typeface of your own
choosing.
As letter carving involves the use of very
sharp tools – part of the course will cover
sharpening - please do not sign up for this
course if you are unable to handle sharp
tools safely.
Additional charges: Tools for the course
will be supplied for students to use, but
there will be an additional cost for the
timber (£10 – £25), which will be available
for students to buy on the day, pre-cut to
an A4 size. The type of wood students
choose will depend on where the sign will
be displayed.
If you want to source your own timber, please
remember that the grain running horizontally is
easier to carve than with the grain running
vertically across the surface of your piece.
Carving end grain is very difficult and quite a
challenge for a beginner.
Accommodation can be booked subject
to availability. Tutor: Stephen Stokes

JULY

Tuesday 14 July
Fee: £56
This day course will appeal to those who are
interested in nineteenth century social and
political issues, the history of women and the
history of animal rights.
Frances Power Cobbe was a social
reformer, campaigner for women’s suffrage
and an anti-vivisection campaigner. We will
look at the many facets of Cobbe’s diverse
and energetic life and career. This course
will explore aspects of her life, work and
writing. Come along to find out more about
this remarkable woman.
Tutor: Dr Greta Depledge

Monday 20 and Tuesday 21 July
Fee: £112
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020

Tea Monday 20 July –
Lunch Thursday 23 July
Fees (£): s 606 l 522 H 522 u 360
Botanical Illustration is precise detailed
work, a combination of art and science. This
studio based watercolour course is for all
ability levels: no experience of art or botany
is required, just commitment. We aim to
enjoy working in an atmosphere of relaxed
industry. Students will work at their own
pace on the subject of their choice. The
course will cover the use of basic materials
and methods for beginners and will offer
professional advice to advanced students.
The emphasis will be on individual
development. Tutor: Susan Hillier

DAY COURSES

Registration for most courses takes
place from 9.00am and the first session
usually begins at 9.45am. Courses
normally end at 4.00pm with tea and
cake. The fee covers not only tuition,
but also a three-course lunch,
refreshments and any field trip and
entrance fees (if applicable), unless
stated otherwise.

Please note that for out-and-abouttype courses a packed lunch will
normally be provided.
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Getting a Good Night’s Sleep

An Extraordinary Marriage Hannah Cullwick and Arthur
Munby

JULY

Tuesday 21 July
Fee: £56
This course will appeal to those interested in
nineteenth century social and political issues,
the history of women and issues of class.
Diarist, servant and wife. Barrister, man of
letters and husband. The relationship
between the servant Hannah Cullwick and
barrister and man of letters, Arthur Munby,
is one that has fascinated historians and
academics. This day school will use the
writings of both Hannah Cullwick and
Arthur Munby as a reference point for an
exploration of this fascinating couple and
their extraordinary marriage. We will
consider what their relationship and
marriage tell us about attitudes to class,
women and social mores in the nineteenth
century. Tutor: Dr Greta Depledge

“A most valuable course
with excellent tutor”

Wednesday 22 July
Fee: £56
This course is ideal for those with sleep
challenges or are interested in finding out
more on the subject.

During the day you will develop your
understanding of sleep and how to enhance
your ability to get to and stay asleep. Sleep
plays a vital role in good physical and
emotional health. Much of the body’s
repair work and many systems are reset
overnight, so when you don’t sleep
everything gets affected. In today’s 24/7
culture many people find it difficult to come
down at the end of a busy day, relax and get
a good night’s sleep. Additionally genetics,
age, wellbeing, stress levels and environment
can all be contributing factors. For some
getting to sleep is a challenge and for
others it is staying asleep or sleep quality.

Whilst you can’t make yourself sleep,
knowledge and setting up the conditions
for sleep will give you the best chance of
getting and staying asleep and sleeping
soundly.

In this workshop we will explore:
• How sleep works and why it is important
• What gets in the way of a good night’s
sleep
• The impacts of sleep deprivation
• How to come down at the end of a busy
day and prepare for sleep
• Tips for improving your sleep hygiene
• Relaxation techniques that you can use
at home
• The development of a sleep routine

Please wear comfortable and warm clothing
and bring a yoga mat or blanket purely for
lying on. Tutor: Bev Alderson
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When the Heir to the Throne took
his own Life – a new, thoughtprovoking look at the Mayerling
Story 1889
Wednesday 22 July
Fee: £56
DISCOUNT OF 10% for New Tutor
introduction if booked by 31 March 2020

This course will be of interest to those
interested in history and anyone who is curious
to understand why these events happened in
the way they did.

The death of Crown Prince Rudolf, the
heir to the imperial throne of the AustroHungarian Empire, shocked Europe. In the
130 years that have passed since his death
a romantic view of the events that led up
to it has become deeply established. This
course will present a new view of what
happened, an interpretation that you will
not have met before.

Students need no background knowledge
either of the period or of historical events
in Austria in the ninetenth century and
students will go away with a new and
informed view of what happened and why.
Tutor: Elizabeth Legge

Guitar Summer School

Tea Sunday 2 August –
Breakfast Saturday 8 August
Fees (£): s 937 l 842 H 842 u 559
After 25 years under the dedicated
stewardship of Peter Rueffer, the Dillington
Guitar Festival has gone from strength-to strength. We are pleased to announce that
from 2020 the Eden Stell Guitar Duo (Mark
Eden and Christopher Stell) will take the
helm and move the Festival forward with
an exciting line-up of artists and musical
activities throughout the week.
The Festival will offer classical guitarists
a unique opportunity to participate in a
varied programme of music-making that
allows time to develop playing and music
reading skills. The emphasis is on
participation, with students working in
a non-competitive and supportive
environment forming ensembles both large
and small. The course is suitable for players
of all levels of ability but please note that it
is not suitable for complete beginners. Each
evening students will have the opportunity
to experience a wide range of international
artists who will perform in this wonderful
setting.

Performances Dillington Guitar
Festival 2020:

02/08/20 Eden Stell Guitar Duo - Guitars
03/08/20 Flauguissimo Duo – Lute and
Flute
04/08/20 Duo Agostino – Two Guitars
05/08/20 Laura Snowden and Yoo Jeon –
Violin and Guitar
06/08/20 Six Hands – Gary Ryan, John
Williams and John Etheridge
Tickets per concert £17 except for Six
Hands which are priced at £20.
Under 18s Tickets per Concert
£8 except for Six Hands which are
priced at £10. Festival Season Ticket £70
Pre-concert suppers available at £29.95
All concerts start at 8:00pm
Deluxe room upgrades available.
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summer school

SUMMER SCHOOL

Dillington Summer School 2020

Summer School carries on without the
towering presence of Chris Pollard who
died in November. In homage to Chris,
Wayne Bennett will be stepping into some
very big shoes and offering his own take on
Spanish culture. For nearly thirty years
Chris taught and inspired Wayne to learn
everything he could about Spain, its
personality, its history and its culture.
Wayne acknowledges that ‘I can never be
him, of course, but I will do my best to share
with you what I know’. If you are a Pollard
‘old-hand’ then there will be an opportunity
for you to add your own insight.

Summer School can be enjoyed on a residential
or non-residential basis. Courses are offered in
a range of formats to suit your needs, be it a
holiday or just a great day out at Dillington.
The important dimension is enjoyment in
learning or simply being in the company of
like-minded people. As well as the courses and
the wonderful Dillington environment, there are
also events after dinner each evening - short
presentations to enlighten, entertain and amuse.

Resident Fees (£) s 1006 l 868 H 868 P

Fees include course/s of your choice, six
nights’ en-suite accommodation, full
board, refreshments and evening activities.
A supplement applies to some courses –
see individual course descriptions for
details.
Deluxe upgrade available.
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Chris Pollard

You may opt out of any of the excursions
or activities during the week but please
note there is no reduction in fee. For
those booking both weeks please note
accommodation is not available on
Saturday 15th August.

Non-Residents P

Non-Residents and Day Attendees may
book a place on any of the courses – see
individual course descriptions for the
relevant fee. Accommodation is only
available for residents booking the
complete week.

Non-Residents are welcome to book
dinner and the evening presentations, talks
or activities at £26.

Week One

From Tea Sunday 9 August –
Breakfast Saturday 15 August

A Cultural History of Spain

with Wayne Bennett
Spain is a mystery and a paradox to many
British minds and yet for those who engage
with its story there are great riches
awaiting. Its unique music is a fusion of
influences from North Africa, from across
the Mediterranean and from medieval
Europe. The art and architecture is a
profound compound of even more the Moors, the Renaissance, the surreal
imagination and the modern world. The
food culture reflects these connections too.
This course will chart the story of Spain
through its many cultural expressions, from
vague beginnings to the contemporary. We
will consider the geography and the
landscapes, listen to the music, admire the
great art and architecture, not to mention
the cinema. We will taste the food and the
wine. Supporting our cultural feast will be
insights into the country’s extraordinary
history as well as stories about some of the
personalities who shaped events. No prior
knowledge will be assumed, and handouts
will be provided. Lavishly illustrated
throughout. Non-Resident fee £280

P

Unwrapped & Unpacked P
Houses and Gardens, Public
and Private, of the West Country

with Mike Hope
This course builds on the success of last
year’s new format which places a particular
house, its collections and garden as an
anchor to a wider consideration of the
locality, which looks at churches, chapels,
farms, dower houses, estate villages and
gatehouses etc. This multi-perspective
approach will allow for a more
comprehensive understanding of the role of
the big house in society. The houses will be
chosen to give a range of period and style
and will demonstrate the wealth of
properties and gardens in the region. The
mix of famous and not so famous will give
a good sense of the quality and number of
properties and in turn show off all periods
from the late medieval to the twentieth
century.
There will be a supplement of £200
for this course towards the cost of
transport and entrance fees.
Non-Resident fee £480 includes
supplement

Watercolour for Enjoyment

with Claire Du Vergier
Watercolour is both fun and challenging
and I cannot think of a better place to meet
this challenge than Dillington House. Amidst
glorious surroundings of honeyed stone and
beautiful gardens, there will be the
opportunity to work both inside and out,
according to your preference and, of
course, the weather. We will look at
translating sketch work into lively finished
paintings without losing its freshness, good
colour mixing, and developing better
observational skills. For those who want to
work inside we will explore those ghastly
gremlins that beset watercolourists.You
know what I mean! Overworking, muddy
mixes, lack of contrasts and perhaps the
biggest stumbling block, lack of confidence.
This five-day course would be suitable for
anyone with a good basic knowledge of the
medium. Non-Resident fee £280
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Week One

From Tea Sunday 9 August –
Breakfast Saturday 15 August

Exploring Shakespeare
with Elizabeth Merry

P

This course can be booked for the entire
week of you can book individual days at a
cost of £56 per day.
Covering a representative spectrum of five
Shakespeare plays, we look at a Comedy, a
Tragedy, a History play, a Roman play and a
Romance. Day one will examine The
Taming of the Shrew - one of his earlier
works. This controversial comedy is of
particular interest today with the rise of the
＃MeToo movement and women’s rights in
a changing world. Day two takes us into the
troubled world of King Lear, with bitter
family disputes, power struggles, greed and
betrayal as the geriatric king, loses control.
Our third play, Henry IV Part I opens with
another weary and ageing king – but also
charts the youthful peccadilloes and
outrageous adventures of his son Prince
Hal, aided by one of Shakespeare’s greatest
creations, the ‘fat knight’ Sir john Falstaff.
Politics and passion are the overwhelming
themes of our fourth day’s play, Antony and
Cleopatra, their impassioned but doomed
affair and its effect on themselves and on
Rome. We end with Shakespeare’s late
fantasy, The Tempest. On a remote island
displaced nobleman Prospero uses magical
powers to become master of his domain,
subjugating the sprite Ariel and the monster
Caliban, and rearing his daughter Miranda as
an innocent unaware of the wider world.
But reality breaks into their realm of
enchantment. Non-Resident fee £280
Monday A Comedy - The Taming of
the Shrew
Tuesday A Tragedy - King Lear
Wednesday - A History Play - Henry IV
Thursday - A Roman Play - Antony and
Cleopatra
Friday A Romance - The Tempest
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Music in the West
Country with Tim Porter

P

Monday - Wednesday
At Dillington we sit in the heart of the
West, famed for its glorious landscapes
and historic buildings - but what about the
music? Well, there’s been plenty of it, as
this course will reveal. The Cornish coast
inspired the mighty soundscapes from Bax
and Arnold; the lovely cathedrals have
nurtured the best in church music; Cecil
Sharp collected his first folk song in
Somerset; William Jackson of Exeter was
among the best of Georgian composers.
As for the city of Bath, its musical history
is a microcosm of Europe’s, involving such
luminaries as Haydn and Paganini. And in
1914, Glastonbury witnessed the premiere
of the longest-running English opera ever!
Intrigued? No prior knowledge will be
assumed, the subject of this course will be
demonstrated with many fine recordings.
Non-Resident fee £168

Masterworks of Medieval
English Art with Tim Porter

P

Thursday and Friday
It’s hard to exaggerate the magnificence
of medieval art, because the evidence is
so overwhelming. Despite the destruction
wrought by the Reformation, the stone
carving and stained-glass, the wallpainting
and woodwork, carry an authority of
purpose and a brilliance of design and
technique that still astonishes. This course
presents some choice examples from
across England, seeking to interpret the
message and illuminate the lives and
attitudes of the makers. No prior
knowledge will be assumed. The course
will be lavishly illustrated. Non-Resident
fee £112

Week Two

From Tea Sunday 16 August –
Breakfast Saturday 22 August

Stumpwork and
Hand Embroidery

Landscapes with Churches West Country Church Crawling

with Mike Hope
The landscape of South-West England is
particularly dominated by the inevitable
presence of a church - its tower or spire.
These buildings reflect not only national but
also strong regional styles and influences.
Aside from being spiritual and temporal
powerhouses and hubs of their
communities, their contents reflect the
historical vicissitudes of local families and
powerful dynasties alike. The course offers
the opportunity to spend each day in
wonderful landscapes visiting justifiably
famous churches and a lot of the not-sofamous, often in incomparable settings.
There will be a supplement of £200 for
this course towards the cost of
transport and entrance fees.
Non-Resident fee £480 includes
supplement

Lancastrians, Yorkists
& The Emerging Tudors

with Mark Cottle
Following Richard II’s deposition by Henry
IV in 1399, the Lancastrian Kings were to
rule England for the next sixty years.
After the great successes of Henry V in
the Hundred Years War, the failures of his
son, Henry VI, precipitated the Wars of the
Roses, the fall of the House of Lancaster
and the successive reigns of the Yorkist
Kings Edward IV and Richard III. This
course will examine and assess these two
dynasties and the rule of Henry Tudor, the
penniless adventurer who, rather against
the odds, was to establish a new dynasty
that would dominate English politics for
over a century. This course will include
a day out visiting an appropriate site or
two. Lavishly illustrated with handouts.
Non-Resident fee £280

with Annette Bolton
This exciting course will explore the
beautiful and fascinating 16th century
raised embroidery technique known as
Stumpwork, where you will learn how to
include gold and metallic threads in your
work. The theme will be based on flowers
and will cover many different hand
embroidery stitches, as well as needlelace,
using fine threads with the addition of gold
beads, fabric, sequins and other
embellishments. Inspiration will be
taken from a variety of sources including
historical Stumpwork pieces, books,
pictures etc. This course is suitable for
all abilities. Non-Resident fee £280
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Week Two

From Tea Sunday 16 August –
Breakfast Saturday 22 August.

Monday 17th - You the Jury

Crime, Social History and Literature with Diane Janes
Non-Resident Fee: £56 per day

A week of real-life murder cases, compelling storytelling and baffling
mysteries! Diane Janes spins an overarching theme that embraces the
world of crime, social history and literature. Attend all week or by
the day, whatever you do you’ll be gripped and entertained.

Wednesday 19th - You the Jury

Become part of a jury and consider two
contrasting, real-life cases of alleged murder,
which came before the British courts in the
1920s. In each case you will listen to the
evidence, considering a variety of material,
including contemporary maps and plans,
before discussing the cases with your fellow
jury members, then delivering your verdicts.
Both cases have been personally researched
by the tutor and have not been presented
at Dillington previously. No distressing
crime scene photographs will be shown.
Participants will find a pen, a notebook
and an open mind useful.

Another chance for you to serve on the
Dillington Summer School jury. Two more
cases will be presented for your
consideration, this time dating from the
1960s and 1970s. As on Monday, the group
will consider the evidence including maps,
plans and photographs (no material of a
distressing nature will be shown) discuss
what you have learned about each case,
then deliver your verdicts. Both cases have
been personally researched by the tutor
and neither has been presented at
Dillington previously.

Tuesday 18th The Story of Detection

Thursday 20th The History of Crime Writing

Solving crime is generally perceived as being
at the heart of policing, but this has not
always been the case. This day will explore
how the British police force grew from its
Anglo-Saxon Watch and Ward roots to
become a world leader in modern policing
methods, looking at the development of
investigative police work from its early days
right up to modern times. We will look at
some landmark cases, ‘forensic firsts’ and
probably shatter a few myths along the way.
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Why is crime writing, both factual and
fictional, so popular? And where did it all
begin? Certainly not with Wilkie Collins’s
‘The Moonstone’ in spite of anything T S
Elliott may have had to say on the subject!
Today we will be looking at the origins and
development of both genres, considering
the crossover between the two and
exploring why mayhem and murder have
proved enduringly popular with the reading
public.

Friday 21st - A Day of
Mystery and Imagination

From the depths of Loch Ness to the
summit of Mount Everest, via the Bermuda
Triangle, there has always been an appetite
for a good mystery. Today we will undertake
a whistle-stop tour of various mysteries,
including unsolved murders, alleged
hauntings, infamous disappearances and one
or two notorious tall tales, exploring the
crossover from fact to fiction and back
again, considering the relationship between
traditional storytelling and urban legends,
and attempting to get to the bottom of our
own fascination with the unsolved and the
unknown. As a famous TV show once had it
‘The truth is out there’ - the question is, do
we really want to find it?

Week
Two

From Tea Sunday 16
August – Breakfast
Saturday 22 August.

Monday 17th

Beginnings

Within the formal
settings of the Church
and the Court lay the
foundations of what we
understand as classical
music. Of course, there
were other forms of
music too such as street
and tavern music. To start
our journey we will
consider the European
tradition of plainchant
and the rich aural
possibilities of polyphony.
Then we will experience
the poetic and chivalric
world of courtly love in
the company of
troubadours and their
kin. Travelling wider
afield, we will examine
the influence of musical
idioms from medieval
Europe and see how
music from the east
enriched the west to
produce a truly
remarkable sound world.
Non-Resident Fee £56

Five Centuries of Classical Music with Wayne Bennett
Non-Resident Fee: £56 per day

The story of western classical music is complex and full of remarkable turns and challenges.
This course will chart a course from the medieval world to the present day. Along the way
we discover how music was instrumental in the creation of new courts, kingdoms and empires.
We will see how the role of the composer and musicians changed over time to express new
cultural sensibilities. We will examine the development of the concerto, the symphony and
chamber music. Ballet and opera will make an appearance of course. To help us understand the
development of so many idioms we will look at the contemporaneous art and architecture as
well as historic events and circumstances. No prior knowledge will be assumed and handouts
will be provided. Lavishly illustrated throughout.

Tuesday 18th

The Seventeenth
Century

The age sees the
founding of new centres
of power based on the
city-state and it is in
these places that new
art forms developed.
In England music’s new
champions are Byrd,
Gibbons, Dowland and
Purcell. Naples and
Venice become
important centres for
music with composers
such as Monteverdi,
Cavalli, Gabrielli and
Scarlatti. In Germany,
Buxtehude and Pachelbel
become significant
figures. Corelli works
in Rome whilst Lully
dominates the music
of the French court.
The century sees the
invention of the Baroque
form - playful and
energetic.
Non-Resident Fee £56

Wednesday 19th

The Eighteenth
Century

The century
encapsulates the
maturing of the Baroque
as well as the properly
‘classical’ age in music.
It is an age when dance
forms are transformed
into refined musical
norms. It is the age
of Rameau, Handel,
Telemann,Vivaldi and
JS Bach. Later in the
century huge changes
take place through the
musical experimentation
of Haydn and ultimately
Mozart. We will listen to
some astonishingly
beautiful music as well as
understand the scope of
the music that was being
invented across the
century. Of course, it
was also the century in
which the piano was
invented and we
consider the impact of
this for the course of
musical history.
Non-Resident Fee £56

Thursday 20th

The Nineteenth
Century

The nineteenth century
was dominated by the
figure of Beethoven.
Mindful of his
achievement other great
composers emerged Schubert, Mendelssohn,
Schumann and Brahms.
The century also sees
the development of
opera, culminating in the
music of Wagner and
Verdi. In Russia, ballet
music finds a new
champion in Tchaikovsky.
Classical music finds new
audiences as new centres
of population grow and
performers like Paganini
and Liszt become the
superstars of the age.
We will discuss
Romanticism and listen
to the extraordinary
transformations that
took place and consider
the cultural legacy of
the age.
Non-Resident Fee £56
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Friday 21st

The Twentieth
Century

The parallels with
the visual arts are
instructive. Although
certain traditional forms
continued, the start of
the century also saw a
kaleidoscopic breakdown
of what had become
mainstream. Traditional
music was mined to
bolster various
nationalistic movements
whilst some composers
explored formalist
concepts. Composers
discussed include Mahler,
Elgar, Puccini, Sibelius,
Stravinsky, Schoenberg,
Shostakovich,Vaughan
Williams, Holst, Britten
and Tippett. The course
ends with a brief
assessment as to where
classical music is today.
Non-Resident Fee £56
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Give the paint a chance…

You The Jury Casebook 6

AUG

Monday 24 August
Fee: £56
Over the course of the day we will be
considering two different real-life cases of
murder which occurred in England between
1900-1975. Participants will be expected to
listen to the evidence, making notes as they
go, then discuss the case and attempt to
reach a verdict based on what they have
heard. No advance reading or knowledge
of the English judicial system is needed.
The cases chosen for your consideration
will not be revealed in advance and, just
as in the real Jury Room, everyone will
be requested to switch off all electronic
devices and put aside any pre-conceived
ideas they may have, if they do happen to
have heard or read anything about either
of these cases previously. The cases have
been selected with an eye to the insight
they can give us on various aspects of our
judicial system and social history and, at the
end of the day, the verdicts reached by the
original juries will of course be revealed.
No advance preparation is required, but
students will find a pen, a notebook and an
open mind invaluable. Although these are
all real cases, no distressing crime scene
photographs will be used.
Please note these are the same cases
that were studied in June 2020.
Tutor: Diane Janes
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Monday 24 August
Fee: £56
This course will appeal to those with an
interest in watercolours, abstract art,
modernism, composition, expressive painting,
landscape and urban art.
‘Give the paint a chance. Give the brush
a chance.’ John Marin.
Many artists love the idea of moving away
from traditional representational art and
enjoying the freedom that abstraction
offers; bold colour, expressive brushstrokes,
novel forms and textures that excite the
eye and stir the mind. But they also know
that waving their hands around in the air
and hoping for the best just doesn’t work!
Taking inspiration from the work of early
American abstractionist, John Marin, this
one-day course offers the adventurous
watercolourist a route map to the
creative freedom they’ve been seeking.
Tutor: David Chandler

Europe: The
Hapsburgs Ascendant

Monday 24 August
Fee: £56
This course considers the European balance
of power in the 16th century. With the
Reconquista complete, adventurers in the
employ of the newly-united Spanish crown
exploited and repatriated the gold and
silver of indigenous American civilisations.
With the accession of Charles of Hapsburg
and religious ferment brewing in German
lands, a weakened Christendom lay prey to
Ottoman invasion under Suleiman the
Magnificent. This threat was played out in
the Balkans, Danubian and Mediterranean
theatres in the Sieges of Vienna, Rhodes and
Malta and the great naval battle of Lepanto
- all against the backdrop of Reformation
and Hapsburg ascendency.
Tutor: Mike Shaw

Advanced Family History –
Looking at More Unusal Sources

Monday 24 and Tuesday 25 August
Fee: £112
The session will look at more unusual
resources mostly in the 1700 and 1800s,
including land tax, tithe & estate maps,
manorial records, poll books, estate papers
and parish records. These records are
important in finding connections to family
before civil registration and census records
began. Most of these records are held
locally and it is knowing where to find them
and how to use them. Not suitable for
beginners in family history, ideally for those
who have researched back to the early
1800s and need help.
Tutor: Jane Ferentzi-Sheppard

!

DON’T MISS OUT
BOOK EARLY

Have Your

Say

If you have ideas for courses or events
you would like to see in our programme,
or you are a tutor keen to run a course at
Dillington then we want to hear from you.
Send an email with your suggestions to
dillingtonbookings@somerset.gov.uk

ADVANCE BOOKINGS
You the Jury – Casebook 6

Dillington String Quartet
Coaching Weekend

Lunch Friday 18 –
Lunch Sunday 20 September
Fees (£): s 530 l 471 H 471 u 355
Once again, we are thrilled that the
members of the Coull Quartet have agreed
to return to Dillington House to lead this
extended weekend of coaching for preformed string quartets who play to a good
standard. The Coull are one of the finest
and most experienced quartets in the
country and promise a weekend of glorious
music-making and fun. The course includes a
seat at the Sunday afternoon concert by the
Coull Quartet. Tutors: Coull Quartet
Dinner Friday 18 –
Lunch Sunday 20 September
Fees (£): s 395 l 338 H 338 u 226
‘La Belle Époque’ is a phrase used to
describe the period of relative peace and
prosperity between the Franco-Prussian
War of 1970 and the outbreak of World
War 1 in 1914. It was of particular
relevance to France, but is often applied
to the whole of Europe of that time.
Using high quality CD and video
performances, we shall explore works by
the principal French composers of the day,
including Camille Saint-Saëns, Gabriel Fauré,
Maurice Ravel, Albéric Magnard, and of
course Claude Debussy, whose superb
early String Quartet is included in the
Sunday afternoon concert by the Coulls.
The course is suitable for all-comers no specialist knowledge required.
Tutor: Gwyn Parry-Jones

Sunday 20 September 2.30pm
Tickets £20 (under 18s £10)
Includes tea/coffee during the interval
Pre-booked lunch available at £18
The magnificent Coull Quartet offers a rare
combination of maturity and freshness and
we are delighted that once again they are
returning to Dillington House. For this year
their concert programme includes
Mozart Quartet in D K 499 'Hoffmeister',
Debussy Quartet in G minor Op 10,
Beethoven Quartet in C Op 59 no 3
'Razumovsky'.
Sunday Carvery

see page 7
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SEPT

Belle Époque: the music of
France 1870-1914

Concert with the Coull Quartet

Wednesday 21 October
Fee: £56
Over the course of the day we will be
considering two different real-life cases of
murder which occurred in England between
1900-1975. Participants will be expected to
listen to the evidence, making notes as they
go, then discuss the case and attempt to
reach a verdict based on what they have
heard. No advance reading or knowledge
of the English judicial system is needed.
The cases chosen for your consideration
will not be revealed in advance and, just
as in the real Jury Room, everyone will
be requested to switch off all electronic
devices and put aside any pre-conceived
ideas they may have, if they do happen to
have heard or read anything about either
of these cases previously. The cases have
been selected with an eye to the insight
they can give us on various aspects of our
judicial system and social history and, at the
end of the day, the verdicts reached by the
original juries will of course be revealed.
No advance preparation is required, but
students will find a pen, a notebook and an
open mind invaluable. Although these are all
real cases, no distressing crime scene
photographs will be used. Please note these
are the same cases that were studied in
June and August 2020. Tutor: Diane Janes

Aladdin’s Palace Pop-up

Lunch Tuesday 15 –
Lunch Thursday 17 September
Fees (£): s 437 l 379 H 379 u 268
includes all materials.
This course will appeal to those interested
in art, craft and paper engineering.
In the story of Aladdin, the genie builds
Aladdin and his bride a magnificent palace
of domes and minarets. In this pop-up
workshop we will make this palace
comprising fourteen separate but linked
parts. Several stately rooms follow on from
each other, each one with a different ornate
interior. An exciting, hands-on workshop for
experienced paper engineers and beginners
alike. Tutor – Paul Johnson

Argyll Scottish
Country Dancing Weekend

OCT

Our tutor is Craig Houston-Donald and
our musician is Robert Mackay.
Friday 2nd – Sunday 4th October
Fees (£): s 446 l 384 H 384 u 259
The course is suitable for those who
already have a good working knowledge
of common steps and formation in Scottish
Country Dancing. This weekend gives you
an opportunity to improve your technique,
learn new dances and enjoy all social
aspects of Scottish Country Dancing.
The course starts with dinner on Friday
(in The Garden Room). There will be
social dancing to recorded music on Friday
evening, and on Saturday evening, dancing
to music from Strathallan. Each morning
there are two classes which will include
techniques and the finer points of steps
and formations in dances old and new.
During Saturday afternoon there will be an
optional workshop, or you could take the
opportunity to relax in the grounds of
the house or explore the nearby town
of Ilminster. The course finishes after lunch
on Sunday. This course is not considered
suitable for beginners.
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Singing for Larks

Dinner Friday 16 –
Lunch Sunday 18 October
Fees (£): s 446 l 384 H 384 u 269
Singing with others is an exhilarating and
liberating experience that everybody can
enjoy. Singing for Larks workshops, run by
Faith Watson, are based on the tradition
of learning songs by ear. This approach
makes the joy of singing with others easily
accessible to those who are new to singing,
whilst offering more experienced singers
the opportunity to develop their aural
skills. In this Singing in Harmony workshop
the songs are drawn from a variety of
cultures and styles, from international
folk to soul, from golden oldies to original
songs. Some are simple and bring instant
rewards and some are more complex
taking longer to learn. All the songs are
carefully chosen and arranged to inspire
people of different abilities and tastes to
sing together in perfect harmony.
For further information about Singing
for Larks and this course, go to
www.singingforlarks.co.uk or you can
contact Singing for Larks direct at:
faith@singingforlarks.co.uk or
01618810855 Tutor – Faith Watson

Bobbin Lace

Dinner Friday 23 –
Lunch Monday 26 October
Fees (£): s 567 l 479 H 479 u 307
This is a practical course for all abilities
of lacemakers, from those who have a
knowledge of only the basic stitches to
those who wish to study advanced
techniques in the British and European
laces. Many of the continental laces are
taught with the aid of a colour-coded
diagram to help students continue their
work at home. Time will be given to
relating threads to patterns and finishing
and mounting lace. Tutor: Patirica Bury

DAY COURSES

Registration for most courses takes
place from 9.00am and the first session
usually begins at 9.45am. Courses
normally end at 4.00pm with tea and
cake. The fee covers not only tuition,
but also a three-course lunch,
refreshments and any field trip and
entrance fees (if applicable), unless
stated otherwise.

Please note that for out-and-abouttype courses a packed lunch will
normally be provided.

“Exceptional in
all respects”
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION?...
We hope you find all the information you need on this page, but if you have
any further queries please contact our Events Team (see below). Once you
have made a booking we will email your booking confirmation to you. Closer
to the course date we will send you a further email containing your course
timetable, a ‘what to bring list’ and some general information.
HOW DO I MAKE A BOOKING?...
Telephone our Events Team with your booking and payment details.
WHAT ACCOMMODATION IS AVAILABLE?...
Dillington House has 40 en-suite bedrooms offering a variety of styles and
sizes across three buildings: Against each residential course you will find a
series of symbols and prices, which give the fees per person, relating to the
room type and occupancy.

s
l
H
u

Double/twin room single occupancy
Double/twin room shared occupancy
Single room
Non Resident

We also have two deluxe rooms - upgrades to a deluxe room cost £25 per
person per night.
Rooms are allocated on a first-come, first-served basis, therefore early
booking is recommended if you have any special requirements.
Your course timetable will provide details of the time of your course
registration and bedroom check in/check out.
WHAT DO I GET FOR MY MONEY?...
Fees quoted are per person unless stated otherwise. VAT is included where
applicable.
The residential fee includes tuition, full board and accommodation plus travel
and admission for field trips where applicable, unless stated otherwise.
The non-residential fee includes tuition, lunch, dinner and refreshments plus
travel and admission for field trips where applicable, unless stated otherwise.
The day course fee includes tuition, lunch and refreshments plus travel and
admission for field trips where applicable, unless stated otherwise.
VAT is included where applicable.Registration for most day courses takes
place from 9.00am and the first session usually begins at 9.45am with the
day ending at 4.00pm.
We will endeavour to cater for all dietary requirements. Students are generally
responsible for providing their own materials and individual items of
equipment especially on practical courses. If there are any additional costs,
they will be shown on the course information sheet. If the tutor is able to
provide materials or equipment, this will also be shown.
Please note: Dillington House reserves the right to vary the course
programme or substitute a tutor should it be deemed
necessary for whatever reason.
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WHAT DO I PAY AND WHAT IF I NEED TO CANCEL?...
Residential Courses - a deposit* is required when booking all residential
courses. The balance of your fee will be due four weeks prior to the course
start date, unless stated otherwise. After this date you will be liable for the
full course fee. (*£50 unless stated otherwise)
Day Courses, Concerts, Lectures, Events, Pre-booked Meals and Additional
Stays are payable in full on booking.
We accept payment by Credit/Debit Card except American Express.
Cheques should be made payable to Somerset County Council.
Payments are non-refundable and cannot be transferred to another course or
event. If you cannot attend then you can nominate a substitute at no further
cost. We recommend that you take out your own insurance in case you have
to cancel through illness or unforeseen circumstances.
In the event of Dillington holding a waiting list for places on a course we
will attempt to replace your booking. If we are successful, a refund will be
calculated based on the difference between your fee and the fee of the
replacement booking, which may not be the same.
CAN I BRING A PARTNER OR FRIEND?...
We are happy to accommodate partners or friends who are not attending a
course. Please contact our Events Team for availability and costs.
CAN I GET TO DILLINGTON ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT?...
The nearest railway stations are Crewkerne and Taunton. See our website for
further details of how to get to Dillington by other means.
WHAT IF MY COURSE IS CANCELLED?...
Dillington House reserves the right to cancel a course for whatever reason but
where this happens we will endeavour to give as much notice as possible.
In the event of a cancelled course your fee and your deposit will be refunded.
FACILITIES FOR THE DISABLED?...
We have 16 fully accessible bedrooms available between the Hyde and the
Mews. There is a lift in the Hyde and a wheelchair available for use, vibra
alarms are available on request, most lecture rooms have induction loops and
information can be provided in alternative formats. A personal assistant to a
disabled person may attend a residential course with a fee reduction of 20%.
DATA PROTECTION
We follow the Data Protection Act at all times when asking for or handling
your information. Personal and financial data will be processed fairly and
lawfully. Data is processed only for the purpose for which they were collected,
are kept secure against unauthorised access and loss or damage and are not
kept any longer than is necessary. For full information on our Privacy Notice
please go to http://www.somerset.gov.uk/privacy
CHANGES?...
Every effort is made to ensure that the courses run as described. However,
we can take no responsibility for consequential losses should, in exceptional
circumstances, any arrangements need to be changed for any reason.

All charges are correct at time of going to press
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Please use block capitals

Forename

Surname

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Dr

Forename

Surname

Address*
Post Code
Telephone

(Daytime)

(Evening)

E-mail
On receipt of your booking an email booking confirmation will be sent to you.

*If contact details are different for second person, please supply this information on a separate sheet.
Course/Event Title

Date(s)

*Accom Reqd

Fee per person

Fee(s) Total Payable £
whether you require Single or Shared Occupancy, Superior or non-Superior, Twin or Double Room.
*Please state
A non-refundable deposit of £50 is required for all residential courses per person/per course.
Day Courses, Concerts, Lectures, Events, Pre-booked Meals and Additional Stays are payable in full when booking.

postal booking form

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Dr

If you wish to pay by Credit/Debit Card there is no need to complete the booking form. Please ring the Events
Office with your booking request and your payment details – 01460 258613
If you wish to pay by cheque please complete the booking form and send with your cheque to the address
below. Please make cheques payable to Somerset County Council.
Food Intolerances, Allergies and Accessibility Requirements (please specify)
You are invited to give any information (age, medical condition, disability etc.) which will help us in the allocation
of bedrooms and in making other arrangements.

Please turn over
Please post to Dillington House, Ilminster, Somerset TA19 9DT

Please use block capitals

Current Name
Address

Post Code
Telephone

(Daytime)

(Evening)

Email
New Name
Address

Post Code
Telephone

(Daytime)

(Evening)

Email

If you do NOT wish to remain on our mailing list, please tick this box

MAILING LIST AND DATA PROTECTION
The first time you book a course you will be asked if you want to go on our mailing list to receive
future programmes and, unless you indicate otherwise, also to receive details in connection with
future courses and associated publicity. If after tree years you have not made a booking you will
be removed from the list. If at any time you wish to be put back on please ring the Bookings
Office.
Your personal information will not be disclosed to any third party.
We follow the Data Protection Act (2018) at all times when asking for or handling your information.
Personal and Financial data will be processed fairly and lawfully and are only processed for the
purpose for which they are collected. All information is kept secure against unauthorised access
and loss or damage and is not kept longer than necessary. For full information on our Privacy
Notice please go to: http://www.somerset.gov.uk/privacy

change of details

PLEASE INFORM US OF ANY CHANGES TO YOUR DETAILS SO THAT WE CAN AMEND OUR RECORDS

The Dillington challenge
The Dillington programme may include lecturers or tutors who hold views that may
be considered controversial or provocative.
In the spirit of free speech we believe it is right that our programme includes
challenging viewpoints, however the granting of a platform does not imply that
Dillington endorses or opposes any views expressed.

We hope that those attending will enjoy the opportunity to consider a range of
opinions - and challenge them if they wish.

Working Together for Equalities

As part of Somerset County Council, Dillington
House promises not to discriminate unfairly on
grounds of race, colour, ethnic or national
origins, nationality, religion, accent, language,
literacy, disability, age, income or social
background, sex, marital status, caring
responsibilities, sexual orientation, political
or trade union activity.

DILLINGTON HOUSE

IIminster Somerset TA19 9DT
Bookings & Enquiries
01460 258613
Main Switchboard
01460 258648

Email
dillington@somerset.gov.uk
Website
www.dillington.com

Facebook:
facebook.com/dillington

Twitter:
@dillingtonhouse

RIBA AWARD

Dillington’s spectacular building
The Hyde won the 2010
Regional Architecture Award
from the Royal Institute of
British Architects.

The citation reads:
The building displays a spatial and formal
sophistication, precision and quiet confidence
which is incredibly rare. It sits with real
sensitivity within a very complex site
mediating changes in level, capturing light and
framing views. It is a fabulous addition to the
fine collection of historic buildings which
exists on the site.
DILLINGTON HOUSE

A service provided by
Somerset County Council
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